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Small Ship, Crew Tackles Big Counter Illicit Trafficking Challenges in Caribbean
An Interview with LCDR Cameron Ingram, USN
Commanding Officer, USS ZEPHYR (PC 8)
Conducted by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
Tell me about the PCs in general; about the three PCs here in all working to deny criminal organizations the ability to move
Mayport and their mission; and then anything special about this narcotics, precursor chemicals, bulk cash, and weapons along
particular ship.
Central American shipping routes. JIATF-South covers a 42 million
The Cyclone class patrol coastal (PC) vessels were originally square mile footprint that includes the Caribbean, South America,
designed to support Naval Special Warfare Command as high- and East Pacific, and our mission is counter-illicit trafficking,
speed, low draft vessels to covertly insert and extract Navy SEALS. namely the narcotics region. We will sit in the Caribbean and get
They commissioned in the early 90s, with Zephyr commissioning vectors using intel support to capture drug runners coming up from
in 1994, about halfway through the program. They operated for South America – mainly Venezuela and Colombia – into either the
several years on both coasts, and in 2004 the Navy turned several Caribbean or to the continental US. USS Zephyr has done four full
PCs over to the Coast Guard,
patrols, accumulating a little
Zephyr being one of them.
over 260 days of operations
The Coast Guard operated
over the last year or so. Her
this vessel for counterfirst patrol started in April of
narcotic work, presence
2016, and she is currently
operations, and counter illicit
on a patrol through the fall.
trafficking (CIT) ops, both
USS Shamal just completed a
in the Caribbean and in the
similar type of deployment.
Northern Arabian Gulf. The
USS Shamal was the first to
Navy took the PCs back in
do the Fourth Fleet patrols,
2012 – and based them at
starting in 2015. Basically
Little Creek. We have since
the PCs are doing 60 to 75forward deployed ten of the
plus day patrols down in
remaining 13 PCs to Bahrain,
theater. Cumulative-wise,
and the remaining three
over a two-year period we’ll
came down here to Mayport:
have provided almost 600
USS Zephyr, USS Shamal, and
days of on-station time.
USS Tornado. We operate
When the frigates were
for Naval Forces Southern
decommissioned, the U.S.
Command (Fourth Fleet) in
Navy didn’t have any surface
support of U.S. Southern 22 Aug 2017. LCDR Ingram, Commanding Officer, in the pilot house during
assets down here except a
Command.
We conduct an underway demonstration onboard USS ZEPHYR (PC 8).
vessel that happened to be
counter-illicit trafficking patrols
passing through. We now
and fill the gap that was created when the frigates (FFGs) were provide a predictable, sustainable platform that shows good
decommissioned. The FFGs would do a lot of the counter-narcotic presence for the Surface Navy. We’re re-establishing our footprint
work in the Caribbean and Eastern Pacific, and we have since tried down there. There’s a lot of “get down there and figure it out,”
to fill some of that loss of presence in theater. When on patrol to find a good place to do logistics and maintenance support and
we work for the Joint Interagency Task Force South (JIATF South) work with the Coast Guard and other nations, and develop those
in support of Operation Martillo (which translates to Operation tactics and expand our presence. It’s been a lot of fun.
“Hammer”), which is a multinational operation including 14
countries, U.S. federal law enforcement agencies and military
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You also have the PUMA unmanned aircraft
system. Can you use PUMA with the OTH to
conduct the CIT mission?
Absolutely. PUMA really increases our
surveillance window. We employ it at different
altitudes for wake detection, tracking and
identification of a Go-Fast. If we see a fishing
vessel over the horizon, we can send PUMA
over to establish a flag of nationality, and then
make the decision on whether or not we want
to pursue it; to conduct a Right of Approach visit
(ROA).

Do you also work with Coast Guard aircraft?
We do. JIATF-South runs the maritime patrol
aircraft (MPA) assets down there. We get direct
intel feeds from them when they’re operating in
our vicinity; and, if we’re lucky enough to have a
USS ZEPHYR (PC 8) conducts ship tours for the New York City Chapter Sea Cadets. USS surface asset which has an embarked helo, then
ZEPHYR was part of Fleet Week New York City 2017 where she moored at the United
they will also push information to us. The aircraft
States Merchant Marine Academy, in Kings Point NY.
are not just Coast Guard, JIATF-South utilizes
the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA); Customs
Do you have a base you operate from?
and Border Protection (CBP); Immigration and
We have been using the U.S. Coast Guard Sector in San Juan, Customs Enforcement (ICE); and even Navy assets.
Puerto Rico, as our maintenance and logistics hub, which has
been great. There is a SURFRON 14 (Naval Surface Squadron 14) Rear Adm. Buck, Commander, U.S. Fourth Fleet, told me there
maintenance readiness team that supports us, and they have are U.S. Navy P-3s down in El Salvador.
access and storage facilities down there. That’s sort of the “hub” They’re a great asset, and probably our best long-range targeting
which we use.
sensor. When we get intel that there may be a target of interest
Have you had any port visits while on patrol?
USS Shamal just visited Barbados and Trinidad. We’ve been to
Jamaica, the Dominican Republic, in and out of Puerto Rico a lot,
U.S. Virgin Islands, and we’re headed to Martinique and Curacao.
We’re really expanding our port visit presence. We will utilize
Naval Station Guantanamo Bay as a theater in-chop and out-chop
port for final logistics hit, which is nice, pulling into a Naval facility.

(TOI) in a certain vicinity, they can sweep the area. They’re a huge
advantage for us in finding targets and vectoring us in for the bust.
Do you find that working with the Coast Guard LEDET is pretty
seamless?
It is. I am highly impressed with their qualification process to
become a LEDET Boarding Officer. It’s extremely robust and

Do you have a similar mission to the Coast Guard fast response
cutters (FRCs) based in San Juan?
It’s a similar mission, but the employment of the assets is a bit
different. The FRCs are more of an on-call asset and they also
do the other statutory missions of the Coast Guard, such as
fisheries enforcement, search and rescue, etc. We’re strictly
counter-illicit. We do embark a Coast Guard law enforcement
detachment (LEDET) when we go down range, a team of about
nine Coast Guard members with their over-the-horizon RHIB
(rigid hull inflatable boat), or OTH, which has an organic radar and
an improved communications suite, so they can operate beyond
line-of-sight. The OTH has a better-suited high-power engine for
“go-fast” (drug smuggling) chases.
Are you fully interoperable with the OTH comm package and
sensors?
They bring all of the integrated equipment on board and allow us
to communicate with them well beyond the horizon.

USS ZEPHYR (PC 8) conducts a live firing events while underway in
support of JIATF-S Operation Martillo. (MC3 Hopkins)
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consists of multiple oral boards and interviews, a written practicum
test, a plethora of required memorizations of the standing laws
and bilateral agreements, and then the execution of a set amount
of actual boardings. They come onboard with the tactics piece,
but also a high degree of knowledge of what the law authorizes
in order to build and solidify case packages for prosecution.
They’re really great advisors in that way. It has been impressed
upon us that we need to build a solid case package against drug
smugglers that will make it all the way through the legal system,
so we can then work on potential network penetration. That’s
more important than confiscating contraband. So that’s really the
focus, and you can tell the Coast Guard really understands that.
USS Zephyr got some good press recently about a pretty big drug
bust. But that was actually the result of lot of coordination and
cooperation.
It was probably the most organized and best executed live
operation I’ve ever participated in. The suspect vessel was
detected by DEA MPA aircraft, and covertly tracked for probably
about 50 or 60 miles out from our location. The Dutch frigate
HNLMS Van Amstel (F 831), with a USCG LEDET embarked,
launched her helicopter and conducted a covert MPA hand-off of
the TOI as we continued to close; we were on a better vector line
to intercept. As we started to make our approach and come over
the horizon, the helicopter already had permission for airborne
use of force (AUF) to, if necessary, shoot out the engines.
Who gives that authority?
That comes from the Coast Guard District Commander. As soon
as a TOI is discovered, we Tactical Control (TACON) shift to either
USCG District 7 out of Miami, or USCG Sector San Juan, out of
Puerto Rico, and then they run the tactical employment.
When you have a LEDET executing its authority, do you become
a Coast Guard ship at that point?
We become a “law enforcement asset.” We raise the Coast

Commander U.S. Southern Command, Admiral Tidd, visits ZEPHYR
(PC 8) on Thanksgiving Day in port Naval Station Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba.

USS ZEPHYR (PC 8) and U.S. Coast Guard Legal
Detachment Pacific, conducting operations in support
of JIATF-S Operation Martillo. (MC3 Hopkins)
Guard ensign, make a deck log entry, and officially become a
law enforcement asset. With that comes a different set of ORM
(operational risk management) and safety considerations.
For example, there are situations where the sea state may
limit pursuit of a drug smuggler, but if that pursuit was against
a terrorist threat or some other threat, we might push those
boundaries a little bit more. As we came over the horizon, we put
our OTH boat in the water, the Dutch helicopter went overt and
came right down on top of the target. The target knew at that
point it couldn’t run, and just stopped its engines. We could see it
on the horizon and we directed the OTH to drive right up to where
the helicopter was.
Were they trying to dump cargo at that point?
They were not. Sometimes they might try to jettison some of their
stuff. But it’s challenging to jettison a thousand kilos of cocaine
that’s been tightly packed into the hull. It’s hard to get it out in
that short amount of time. What has been positive for us is a lot
of compliance with our detainees. Once the LEDET gets on board
the suspect vessel; we have not had any incident where there
has been any significant resistance. Once we are on board, they
become compliant. The result was a multi-nation, multi-agency,
USCG and US Navy collaborated bust of 750 Kilos of cocaine
valued at $22.5 million, and the detention of five suspected drug
smugglers.
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And you have room on board for your LEDET, as
well?
We have 39 racks total, nine racks back in what
we still call “SEAL berthing.” The LEDET takes that
berthing area.

What different rates do you have on board?
We have an assortment of ratings, but we’re not deep,
in some cases just one in each rate. In engineering
we have enginemen (ENs); machinist’s mates (MMs);
electrician’s mates (EMs), interior communications
specialists (ICs) and damage controlmen (DCs). We
only have one DC-man, and he is our DCA (damage
control assistant). We have a “top snipe” who’s
an ENC and also my senior enlisted advisor, as a
collateral duty. For weapons department, deck
division is actually in weapons department, we have
three boatswain’s mates (BMs); two gunner’s mates
USS ZEPHYR Conducts PUMA UAV demonstrations during a Sea Trials Underway.
who are crew-served weapons-instructor-qualified
and 25mm qualified, the independent duty hospital
Where do you keep detainees or suspects, depending on how
corpsman and a culinary specialist (CS). In operations
many there are?
department we are billeted for two operations specialists (OSs),
We keep them topside under a watch. We’ll have our own crew one electronics technician (ET), two information technicians (ITs),
members and a Coast Guard member down there on deck with and three quartermasters (QMs).
them and also have an armed overwatch which we keep on the
Stinger deck, which is elevated above the main deck. Coast Guard Speaking of quartermasters, do you use electronic navigation?
LEDET run through a whole sanitation and medical surveillance Correct. As of very recently, USS Zephyr became the first PC to
process, take all their information down, collect their belongings, certify for Electronic Chart Navigation – Navy (ECDIS N).
which stay with them as they get handed off to different assets.
You mentioned the “Stinger deck.” Do you still have the Stinger
missile?
They were removed some years ago.
What do you have for weapons?
We have, our complement of crew-served
weapons, which consists of 50 cal. machine guns
and M-240 machine guns. We have also recently
been outfitted with the Mk 38 Mod 3 25mm Gun
Weapon System with a 7.62 co-axial gun. – the first
in the fleet. It’s a dual-barrel gun, optically guided
and geo-stabilized, and it’s the newest in the fleet.

What is your engineering plant?
We have four Paxman 16-cylinder diesel engines--two in the
forward engine room and two in the aft engine room--with direct
drive to four shafts. We also have two 6-cylinder in-line diesel
engines for ship’s power.

So you can put a different amount of hurt on
somebody but be safely inside the ship.
Yes, sir. And very accurately, as well. The ones that
we had before were the manually-operated Mod 1s
– so this is a significant upgrade to our capabilities.
How big is the crew?
Right now we’re at 24 people. We’re billeted for
28. When we go on patrol, our ISIC (Immediate
Superior in Command) – SURFRON 14 – will
temporarily assign personnel to fill the billets we
need on patrol.

24 Aug 2017, USS ZEPHYR (PC 8) Change of Command ceremony, (from left to right)
CAPT Dale Maxey Commodore Naval Surface Squadron FOURTEEN, LCDR Cameron
Ingram, LCDR Grant Greenwell, LT Phillip Webster Chaplin. (Mayport Mirror)
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Are they reliable?
They are reliable and we do have good
redundancy in the propulsion system.
Where we have issues is our equipment
with very little redundancy. According
to the “red line” instruction, which
lists the minimal equipment which
must be operational to get underway,
over 45% of the equipment on our red
line instruction is one-of-one systems,
where we don’t have a redundancy or
a backup.
Have you had high availability in
terms of when you’re supposed to get
underway, you get underway?
We have. We’ve had our fair share of
challenges of trying to get through
our maintenance periods and stay
on schedule, but we still meet our
operational commitments. It requires
a steady strain of effort from the
beginning, in order to close out
maintenance availabilities and repairs
on time.

Do you have to point your gun to
aim the gun camera?
The camera is not lock-train. It can
scan on its own without actually
moving the barrel.
Do your gunner’s mates have to
have special training for that?
There’s an NEC-driven school which
they have to attend to get qualified
to operate and maintain the guns.
Is there anything else besides an
upgrade to your imagery ISR?
We’re on track to get an upgrade to
our AC systems. We have one air
conditioning for the forward part
of the ship and one AC system that
covers the aft part of my ship. They’re
just as old as the ship is – 23 years
old – and components on them are
starting to degrade. We have had
more casualties on that system than
anything else, and that drives us into
port to conduct repairs; which takes
away from operational time.

Who does most of your maintenance?
The crew is in charge of all PMS
How many officers do you have
(preventive maintenance system) and USS ZEPHYR (PC 8) and USCGC Winslow W. Griesser
normally?
whatever corrective maintenance we (WPC-1116) conduct a contraband transfer while
We have four. We’re billeted for two
can accomplish, and SURFRON 14 PC conducting operations in the Caribbean in support of
second-tour SWO division officers
Maintenance Readiness Team (PC- JIATF-S Operation Martillo. (MC3 Hopkins)
who fill roles as department heads
MRT) is our first line of support and
– the Operations Officer and the
advocates in accomplishing that maintenance. Additionally, we Weapons Officer. And then I have a Warrant Officer (or LDO)
work with the Southeast Regional Maintenance Center – SERMC who is the Chief Engineer. And then the Commanding Officer is a
– and we have a dedicated port engineer for hull, mechanical Lieutenant or Lieutenant Commander.
and electrical systems and one for combat systems; for larger
maintenance availabilities we have a dedicated project manager.
Do you have an XO?
That’s a collateral duty for one of the department heads, so it
What kind of sensors do you have?
rotates around. Currently, my Operations Officer is the Executive
We have the SPS-73 surface search radar and a Furuno navigation Officer. He will transfer here in the next couple of months and that
radar.
collateral duty will get passed on to the Weapons Officer.
Comms?
We have a standard communications suite, from VHF, UHF, HF, and
SATCOM. We have internet capability but it’s very low bandwidth.
If there’s one thing you could have that you don’t have, what
would it be?
If there was an upgrade I could get, I would love a new FLIR high
definition electro-optical/infrared camera. We have a legacy
system which is grainy and doesn’t target-lock very well. Modern
cameras have superseded it. The great thing is, the new Mod 3
25mms have high definition FLIR cameras, which is nice. But I
would like a replacement up on the top of the mast as well.

You also have an exchange officer.
DESRON 40, has set up an exchange program where we bring
on a Peruvian officer. He’s on board now and will make the next
patrol with us. He’s essentially a department head equivalent
in the Peruvian Navy, with bridge watch-standing skills. We’re
integrating him with our watch team and he’ll be helping us out
over the patrol.
It’s good to have an extra watchstander.
It’s always good to have an extra watchstander! We request
Merchant Marine Academy cadets from Kings Point to get
underway with us. They’re required to get up to 360 days underway
time – it’s a Coast Guard requirement – before they can sit for their
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license during
their senior year.
We try to help
out with that
requirement.
The
reason
they’re great to
have on board
is they come
with a baseline
knowledge
of
maritime
engineering or
navigation, and
seamanship. It’s
great to have an
extra body in the
watch rotation as
well. The Kings
Point
cadets
have a massive
“Sea
Project”
which
they
USS ZEPHYR (PC 8) returns from her Fourth
must complete,
Fleet patrol to the Caribbean in support of JIATF-S and
one
of
Operation Martillo (MC3 Hopkins)
the great side
effects is they’re
asking my crew
members, “How do I take a celestial fix?” or “How does this
pump work?” It forces my crew members to become the trainers
which means they’re both diving into the pubs, and they’re both
increasing their level of knowledge, win-win.
What else do you want me to know about your ship or your
crew?
The most gratifying – and really surprising – aspect is how versatile,
motivated, and tough this crew of 24 Sailors is. I’ve only been on
destroyers and cruisers prior to this – I was the OPS on the USS
Monterey and I had a department of 109 people to include 16
khakis, my one department was almost four times the size of the
entire crew here.
Cross-rate training gets executed on board here because it has to.
My engineers and quartermasters are handling lines. My culinary
specialist is my safety observer on the boat deck when I launch
the RHIB. Right now, we’re getting ready to fly our PUMA UAV,
and that’s my HM and an EN who operate it. I have OOD-qualified
gunner’s mates and boatswain’s mates. I have E5s qualified as
EOOWs. On this ship, if you want to qualify, you can.
Do you have any non-rated Sailors, or anyone who is not an
A-school graduate?
Everyone’s at least rated on board here. We usually do not have
Sailors come here for their first tour, but there are exceptions.
Our most junior guy is an OSSN right out of A school, but he’s
motivated and already working on his ESWS qualification.
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How many of your crew is qualified?
We’re certified to fly the ESWS pennant, which means everyone
who is eligible is qualified. It just shows the pride that the crew
has. We had a BMSN from USS Iwo Jima come aboard for TAD
support, he was motivated and engaged, and earned his ESWS
qualification. So the Iwo Jima helped us out with a body, and we
were able to send him back with that ESWS pin on his chest, which
really helped them out.
I notice that you have the Zephyr logo on your ball caps from the
famous passenger trains.
Zephyr was the Greek god of the western wind. The logo depicts
an aerodynamic right-facing (westerly), flying god striking through
the clouds. It’s a really cool emblem.
(Note: Captain Lundquist was a guest aboard USS Zephyr
underway off Florida in August 2017. Lieutenant Commander
Ingram completed his assignment as Commanding Officer and
Lieutenant Commander Grant Greenwell assumed command on
Aug. 24, 2017. Ingram has been assigned to the OPNAV Staff.)

SNA New Life Members
John Barney
CDR Albert Benoit USN
CDR Mark Danley USN (Ret)
VADM Mark Edwards USN (Ret)
LT Jacob Erickson USN
LT L. Fay USNR
CAPT Lee Gurke USN (Ret)
CAPT Joe Harriss USN (Ret)
CAPT Herb Hause USN (Ret)
CWO4 Thomas Hummer USSCG (Ret)
LCDR Matthew Knuth USN
CAPT Donna Looney USN (Ret)
LCDR Richard Mayer USN
RDML Mark Montgomery USN
LT Andrew Musgrove USN
LCDR Matthew Phillips USN
CAPT Robert Randall USN
LT Brian Sanchez USN
RDML Clifford Sharpe USN (Ret)
LT Jared Shrader USN
CAPT Richard Smith USN (Ret)
EM1(SW/AW) Charles Stewart USN (Ret)
LtCol Chester Taylor USMC (Ret)
LCDR Kevin Taylor USN
CAPT Ralph Tindal USN (Ret)
LT Joseph Trager USN
CAPT Richard White USN (Ret)
CAPT Andrew Wilde USN (Ret)
CDR Timothy Wilke USN
MMCS William Wright USN (Ret)
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SWOs Bring Underway Experience to Navy’s Newest Carrier
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The Navy’s newest carrier, USS Gerald R. Ford, is
a marvel of new warfighting technology. But it
still relies on seamanship, and for a crew of 2,800
people, there are a relatively small number of
qualified bridge watchstanders.
Lt. Jack Curran and Lt.j.g. Brendan Shields are
surface warfare officers assigned to the Ford’s deck
department.
Deck department is heavily involved in seamanship,
including anchoring, underway replenishments and
special evolutions.
Curran is the 1st Division Officer, responsible for the
anchors, and all of the abandon ship life preservers
and life rafts on board. “I have 23 Boatswain’s Mates
in my division, including one Chief Petty Officer and
six Petty Officers.”

NORFOLK, Va. (Jan. 20, 2017) -- Lt. j.g. Brandon Shields, assigned to PreCommissioning Unit Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78), talks with inspectors from Afloat
Training Group Norfolk during a search and rescue (SAR) assessment. Passing the
SAR certification is a crucial milestone for the ship’s completion that moves Ford one
step closer to delivery. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class
Cathrine Mae O. Campbell/Released)

Shields is the Division Officer in charge of 3 division.
“We’re in charge of all the small boats on board, and
we’re responsible for the fantail—which is the aft
part of the ship,” Shields said. “We have two seven
meter RHIBs (rigid hulled inflatable boats). We
currently have two qualified Coxswains, and we’ll be
looking to qualify another three to four after we get underway.”
rd

“We have about 21 personnel in 3rd division,” said Shields. “All of
our Sailors are designated Boatswain’s Mates, which is different
than a lot of other deck departments that typically have a lot of
undesignated Sailors.”

“I’m one of the few 1110s (Surface Warfare Officer) on Gerald
R. Ford. There are plenty of surface-qualified officers, but very
few who are designated as SWOs,” said Curran. “I’m not special
because of that, but I do think it is an honor to represent the 1110
community on this ship.”
Curran previously served aboard USS Bulkeley (DDG-84) and
USS Oak Hill (LSD-51).
“There are non-SWOs who ask me a lot of questions because
they haven’t been on a ship before, and they aren’t as familiar
about how ships operate. Basic daily shipboard life is new to
some of them. So they ask me and the other SWOs a lot of
questions in regards to how things are supposed to operate
and how things are supposed to run,” said Curran. “As
someone who is a qualified officer of the deck, the leadership
looks to us to help train the watch teams.”

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (March 31, 2017) -- Lt. John Curran,
assigned to Pre-Commissioning Unit Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78),
reviews navigation rules of the road while standing watch on the
bridge. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist
Seaman Gitte Schirrmacher/Released)
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Shields said being surface warfare qualified and
having already stood OOD watches for a full
deployment on USS Fort McHenry, an amphibious
ship, has helped him on Gerald R. Ford, especially
with bridge watch standing duties. “For some of
the bridge watch team members, this is their first
ship, and their first time standing bridge watches.
This ship is bigger than the Fort McHenry, and has
different systems, so it’s challenging, but all the
basics are still the same – the forces at work, the
shipping and other contacts, the reporting – and
having done it before I have a good idea about
what I need to learn to be able to do it on this ship.
It takes a while to get used to it and be comfortable
with it.”
There are more officers, and many different
specialties represented, but overall he said it’s
a very good wardroom. “It doesn’t make any
difference if you’re a SWO or an aviator. Coming
from a ship that was almost all SWOs in the
wardroom, this has given me a completely different
perspective on the aviation side of the Navy. We’re
comfortable talking to each other, and we all get
along pretty well.”

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (March 31, 2017) -- Lt. John Curran, assigned to PreCommissioning Unit Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78) and Boatswain’s Mate Seaman Brandon
Carlini train on lee helmsman duties on the ship’s bridge. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass
Communication Specialist Seaman Gitte Schirrmacher/Released)(This image was altered
for security purposes by blurring out screens.)

Shields is also a qualified SAR (search and rescue) swimmer. “There
was a shortage of SAR swimmers when I reported aboard, and the
ship needed to send somebody to SAR school. I was available,
and I swim a lot, so my boss let me go. You get a lot of training,
which is really helpful, including a lot of lifesaving skill sets. I’m
one of just a handful of officers in the Navy who are qualified as
rescue swimmers. Usually they are enlisted personnel. I was the

first on Gerald R. Ford to get qualified. Now we have multiple SAR
swimmers on board, but it was a rare opportunity to be the first
on a first ship.
“If someone asks a pilot what he or she does for a job, they say,
‘I fly aircraft, or I navigate aircraft.’ For me, it’s ‘I drive war ships.’
That’s my job,” Curran said.

Leadership Qualities in Naval Leaders
by CAPT David M Ryan, USN (Ret)
I would like to once and for all describe those qualities that
distinguish naval leaders from mere “managers.” Leadership in
the naval service in general, and in combat in particular, cannot be
simply equated to an extension of managerial or administrative
skills. Workers in civilian firms are not often asked to “die for
their company.” It is not unusual, however, for men in the naval
service to be placed, in the line of duty, in situations where the
“giving of one’s life” is a distinct possibility. It is this difference that
clearly distinguishes leadership in the military services from pure
“management.”
I believe leadership refers to the facility of directing, controlling, or
influencing others in definite lines of action, generally in pursuit of
certain objectives. Good leadership requires the ability to inspire
others to excellence in professional performance, through clear
policies, standards, and guidance, and especially through good

example. The idea of getting commitment vice mere compliance
is the key to gaining mission success.
Leadership Qualities. A naval leader can be judged according to
the extent to which he exercises the following leadership qualities:
•

Intelligence. The quality of intelligence refers to the facility
of comprehension or mental acuteness. An intelligent leader
is exceptionally quick-witted and keen in understanding and
grasping the essentials of a situation quickly.

•

Judgement. The quality of judgment refers to a discriminating
perception, by which the values and relations of things are
mentally asserted. Someone known to have good judgment
can be said to be unusually keen in estimating complex
situations and reaching sound decisions. In other words, he
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can generally be depended upon to make proper, informed
decisions.
•

Initiative. The exercise of initiative refers to a leader’s
constructive thinking and resourcefulness, the ability and
intelligence to act on one’s own responsibility. Good leaders
are exceptional in their ability to think, plan and do things
without waiting to be told and instructed. That is, having
initiative is the ability to do the “right thing” without having
to be told.

•

Force. In a leader, force refers to the moral power possessed
and exerted in producing results. A forceful leader can be said
to be strong or dynamic.

•

Cooperation. A naval leader must be able to work
harmoniously with others toward the accomplishment
of common duties, to be a team player. Good leaders are
exceptionally successful in working with others to a common
end.

•

Loyalty. Loyalty in a leader implies fidelity, faithfulness,
allegiance, constancy -- all with reference to a cause and to
higher authority. Loyalty, to be complete, must work both
up and down the chain of command. A truly loyal shipmate
is unswerving in allegiance to both juniors and seniors; he
is frank, open, and honest in acting, advising, and in the
execution of his duties.

to excellence, even under the most adverse operational
circumstances.
•

Military Bearing. Military bearing refers to the sum of such
factors as dignity of demeanor, correctness of uniform, and
smartness of appearance. It is clear that a man who is in poor
physical condition, overweight, or both, would present an
example of poor military bearing.

•

Sense of Humor. A good sense of humor is essential for an
effective leader. Humor is the grease of human relationships,
adding spice and warmth to day to day relationships between
men pulling together as a team. Remember that it is a leader’s
duty to have fun in his work. If he does not, then neither can
his subordinates.

The leadership qualities discussed above by no means represent
all qualities desirable in a naval leader. However, successful naval
leaders, in my experience, generally score high in all of these
qualities. Each man in a leadership position should strive, on a
continuing basis, to assess the extent to which his own leadership
reflects these qualities.
Captain Ryan is the Author of “Deliver up Honor”--Published in
2015

•

Perseverance. A vital quality for all naval leaders is
perseverance, the quality that allows one to sustain effort
toward a purpose or undertaking, in spite of obstacles or
discouragement. A leader with perseverance is determined
to succeed, and does not simply give up when things do not
go as planned.

•

Stability under Adversity. Naval leaders must be stable
in emergencies or other adverse situations -- like combat.
That is, in reacting to difficult and unforeseen situations and
conditions, a leader must act instinctively in a logical manner,
maintaining composure. A good naval leader is exceptionally
cool-headed and logical in his actions under all conditions.
His very presence in adverse conditions inspires confidence
in others.

The Surface Navy Association Scholar
receives an academic scholarship
awarded for demonstrated leadership,
community service, academic
achievement and a commitment to
pursuing higher education objectives.

•

Endurance. Endurance is the quality of being able to carry
on difficult tasks, over extended periods of time, under any
and all conditions. Endurance in combat or other adverse
conditions can require the capacity to stand an exceptional
amount of sustained physical fitness so vital to the military
professional.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Postmarked by MARCH 1st

•

•

Industry. The quality of industry refers to the performance
of duties in an enthusiastic, energetic manner. Good leaders
are generally extremely energetic and industrious, inspiring
others to equal exertion.
Enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is contagious. A consistently
enthusiastic, energetic leader will energize his subordinates

VICE ADMIRAL
ROBERT L. WALTERS
SNA SCHOLARSHIP

For more information and to download
the application, please visit the website at

navysna.org

and look under the Scholarship Tab
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Relationship Between RPN and USN Endures
Philippine Navy Developing Frigate Capabilities in Anticipation of New Ships
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)

The Republic of Philippines Navy (RPN) is preparing for new
frigates by operating former U.S. Coast Guard cutters.
According to Vice Admiral Ronald Joseph S. Mercado, flag officer
in command of the Philippine Navy, three former U.S. Coast Guard
Hamilton-class cutters have entered the RPN fleet, where the
378-foot (115-meter) ships are now serving as Gregorio del Pilarclass patrol frigates.
Mercado said the former USCG cutters will help bridge the gap
until the RPN can obtain new ships, and will serve as platforms to
evaluate and assimilate new technologies that will be installed in
the future frigates.
“We have a modernization effort underway in the Philippine
Navy, said Mercado. “The Hamilton-class ships are development
vessels. They will help us develop our capabilities until we acquire
our newly constructed frigates. We’re using the Hamilton class as
a stepping stone.”
The RPN is making improvements to the navigation, propulsion,
communication, surveillance, and weapons systems for the
Gregorio del Pilar-class ships. It is also embarking on the
procurement of new frigates.
“One important facet of modernization is human resources
and trying to improve the capacity and capability of our navy
personnel. We don’t want to have our people be unprepared
for the new frigates and naval technologies that will be installed
in them,” said Mercado. We’re also looking around to other
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) navies to help us

“There has never been a change in the relationship between the Philippines and United
States armed forces, and in particular
between the Philippine Navy and U.S. Navy.
It’s as strong as ever.”
Vice Admiral Ronald Joseph S. Mercado,
RPN, Flag Officer in Command of the
Philippine Navy
with our modernization program, if not for platform acquisition,
then at least for training.”
ASEAN is a ten-nation regional intergovernmental organization
that promotes cultural, defense, educational and economic
cooperation among the member nations. The Philippines is
chairing the organization this year.
Speaking to reporters at the Langkawi International Maritime
and Aerospace Exhibition in Malaysia earlier this year, Mercado
emphasized the importance of calling on other ASEAN countries
and conducting training with partner navies. He also stressed the
importance of talks with other chiefs of navies.
Mercado said it’s the combat systems that makes a navy ship
potent, even if it’s an old platform. “If you install new weapons
and sensors into it, it’s a formidable ship.”
The RPN is acquiring the AN/SPS-77 SAAB Sea Giraffe 3D
surface and air search radar through a U.S. foreign military
sale for the Gregorio del Pilar. The sale would include
equipment, installation, training, testing and support
services, with an estimated value of $25 million. “We’re very
excited to be getting that new radar.”

SOUTH CHINA SEA (June 28, 2014) The Philippine navy frigates
BRP Gregaorio del Pilar (PF-15), left, and BRP Ramon Alcaraz
(PF-16), left, are underway with the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer
USS John S. McCain (DDG 56) during Cooperation Afloat
Readiness and Training (CARAT) Philippines 2014. (U.S. Navy
photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Jay C. Pugh/
Released)
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PHILIPPINE SEA (June 29, 2013) Sailors aboard the guidedmissile destroyer USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62) wave at the Philippine
navy frigate Gregorio Del Pilar (PF 15) during Cooperation Afloat
Readiness and Training (CARAT) Philippines 2013. (U.S. Navy
photo by Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Jay C. Pugh/
Released)

[Below] PEARL HARBOR (July 12, 2013) Members of the Philippine
community wait on the pier to greet Philippine sailors aboard the
Hamilton-class cutter BRP Ramon Alcaraz (PF 16). Ramon Alcaraz
is the namesake of now deceased Commodore of the Philippine
Fleet, Ramon A. Alcaraz. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication
Specialist Seaman Johans Chavarro/Released)
Mercado said he is asking the RPN’s naval architects to
examine equipment that will approve the ASW capability, if
it can feasibly be installed. “I’m also toying with the idea of
a missile capability,” he said.
“We’re very happy with the support being provided to us by
the United States, particularly supporting the operation of
the Hamilton class, which we now classify as our del Pilar class
frigates” Mercado said. “I’d like to extend my appreciation
to the U.S. Navy for helping us with the maintenance and
sustainment of those vessels.”
The RPN has recently procured two UK-built AW 175 Wildcat
ASW helicopters, which are scheduled for delivery next year.
Mercado said there are planned upgrades for the existing
frigates that will include technologies to be found on the
RPN’s future frigates, including ASW and AAW systems, and,
Mercado said, “some missile technology.”
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) of South Korea has begun
construction for the two new RPN frigates. They will displace
about 2,600 tons, have a combined diesel and diesel (CODAD)
propulsion system, with a top speed of 25 knots and range
of 4,500 nm at 15 knots. HHI said the frigates will feature
missiles, torpedo, guns and sensors, and will be capable of
anti-air, anti-surface, anti-submarine and electronic warfare.
The RPN is also looking for a new multi-role support ship
that can be used for amphibious operations as well as
humanitarian assistance and disaster response.
Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte has called for an end to
joint operations with the U.S. military, and has said he wants
U.S. forces out of the country. When asked to characterize
the ties between the navies of the Philippines and the U.S.
navies, Mercado said, “There has never been a change in
the relationship between the Philippines and United States
armed forces, and in particular between the Philippine Navy
and U.S. Navy. It’s as strong as ever.”

PEARL HARBOR (July 12, 2013) The Philippine Navy’s newest Hamilton-class
cutter BRP Ramon Alcaraz (PF 16) pulls into Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam
for a scheduled port visit. Ramon Alcaraz is the namesake of now deceased
Commodore of the Philippine Fleet, Ramon A. Alcaraz. (U.S. Navy photo by
Mass Communication Specialist Seaman Johans Chavarro/Released)
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Malaysia’s Fleet Will Have Newer Ships, Fewer Types
Royal Malaysian Navy Must Maintain Aging Assets While Building New Ships
15 to 5 Fleet Transformation Program Turning Challenges to Opportunities
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The Royal Malaysian Navy is taking a proactive approach to the
increasing demands of the fleet, the cost of maintaining aging
assets, and the need to recapitalize with new platforms.
According to First Admiral Abu Bakar bin Ajis, Deputy Western
Fleet Commander of the RMN, “We are a small navy, but we are
facing a huge challenge protecting Malaysia and our neighbors
from the maritime threats. We are responsible for a vast
maritime area—bigger than our land continental area--and a
very long coastline. Furthermore, 95 percent of our industry and
trade involve maritime activities, such as offshore oil and gas and
fisheries. There are conflicting sovereignty claims in our region
and a number of non-traditional and asymmetric threats.”
The RMN is “stretched thin,” and the resources to support the
Navy have not kept pace with the growing missions, Bakar said,
although the stakeholder expectations have remained the same.
“We have to do all of this with aging assets,” he said. “Most of
our assets are aging with degraded capabilities. Because of that,
we are experiencing a corresponding and significant increase in
operational costs and maintenance.”
“The result has been a focus on obsolescence management,
and modernizing in small increments to keep assets operating,

but at the end of
the day, the fiscal
challenges
will
still be there,”
he said.
“We
cannot continue to
conduct business as
usual. That’s why
we
commenced
the 15-to-5 fleet
transformation
program to turn
these challenges to
opportunities.”
The logistics issues
are compounded
because the RMN
is dealing with
15
classes
of
ships, built by 13
shipbuilders from
seven countries. As
operational costs
increase
every
year, Bakar said the
biggest challenge
of all is the reduced
fighting capability.

Launch of the new ship named RMN LCS 1
Maharaja Lela. (Photo credit to: LEADING
RATE (UMW) MOHD DZUL HELMI
ABU BAKAR)

“We will phase out the aging fleet in stages and it will be replaced
by new classes of ships that are more reliable and cost effective to
be maintained” said Bakar

GULF OF THAILAND (March 12, 2014) The Royal Malaysian Navy
patrol vessel KD Terengganu (FSGHM 174) and a U.S. Navy MH60R Sea Hawk helicopter from the Blue Hawks of Helicopter Maritime
Strike Squadron (HSM) 78, Det. 2, from the guided-missile destroyer
USS Pinckney (DDG 91), conduct a coordinated air and sea search
for a missing Malaysian Airlines jet in the Gulf of Thailand. (U.S. Navy
photo by Operations Specialist 1st Class Claudia Franco/Released)

The five new classes in the modernized RMN fleet will include 12
littoral combat ships (LCS); 18 littoral mission ships (LMS); 18 patrol
vessels (PV); four submarines; and three multi-role support ships
(MRSS). The first batch of LCS (six ships) is already in construction
in Boustead Naval Shipyard (BNS) at Lumut, while the first batch
of Kedah-class PVs, based on the German MEKO 100 design, is
already in service. The LMS will be smaller and less capable than
the LCS, but will have a modular multi-mission concept suitable for
many RMN requirements. The contract for the LMS had already
been established and the first batch of four ships is currently being
built in collaboration between BNS and China Shipbuilding and
Offshore Corporation (CSOC) at the Wuchang Shipyard in China.
The MRSS will serve as the main platform to transport troops
and equipment, support humanitarian assistance and disaster
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The enhancement of local shipbuilding industry will have a socioeconomic impact to the nation, Bakar said. “We’re hoping this
transformation program will provide jobs and develop a skilled,
trained workforce for Malaysia.”
However, Shamsuddin warns that the program cannot be driven
by the suppliers or contractors. “We are supposed to be telling
them how they are supposed to help us.”
Shamsuddin said the RMN does not require a full-fledged
frigate to meet operational commitments. “The approach to
current and modern and future warfare scenarios has changed
dramatically, and we have to adapt with those changes. We
strongly believe that with the five new classes of ship, we can
meet all of our operational and training requirements and
ANDAMAN SEA (Oct. 13, 2012) The Nimitz-class aircraft carrier USS
regional commitments. Besides that, we will be also having
George Washington (CVN 73) is underway with the Royal Malaysian
the capabilities to coordinate and collaborate effectively with
Navy frigates KD Jebat (FF 29) and KD Lekiu (FF 30) during a transit of
our partner navies in the region--such as Indonesia, Thailand,
the Andaman Sea. George Washington and its embarked air wing, Carrier
Philippines, and Singapore--to deal with common issues, such as
Air Wing (CVW) 5. (U.S. Navy photo by Chief Mass Communication
piracy, smuggling, and other operations. As for the smaller scale
Specialist Jennifer A. Villalovos/Released)
littoral operations, we feel that the LMS is an ideal platform to
relief (HADR) operations, and be able to operate with the ASEAN fulfill the requirement.”
Military Ready Group (AMRG).
RMN has also formulated plans to sustain the existing fleet of
The RMN has contracted for six Littoral Combat Ships (LCS), based ships in ensuring the smooth conduct of current operations
on the French Gowind OPV design. The first LCS was launched until all ships have been replaced. The two British-built frigates,
Aug. 24, 2017. “She will be the primary combatant for the Royal KD Lekiu and KD Jebat, are being given a mid-life refit. Lekiu is
Malaysian Navy, come year 2020,” said Capt. Franklin Joseph, the operational and Jebat is undergoing a refit on essential areas. The
RMNs Director of Engineering Services. “Our plan is to eventually two frigates are part of the 15 current classes, and not the five
own and operate 12 vessels in total. So we’re getting six now, and future classes. But they will play an important role until the new
classes come on line.
six sometime in the future.”
First Admiral Shamsuddin Hj Ludin, Assistant Chief of Staff for
Plans and Development, said the RMN’s current leadership has
put a lot of thought into the 15-to-5 transformation program.
“Our Chief of Navy, Admiral Tan Sri Ahmad Kamarulzaman Hj
Ahmad Badaruddin, has been very creative, and taken the
initiative to highlight to the government the challenges faced by
RMN in maintaining the existing fleet. He subsequently obtained
the approval and endorsement of the ‘out of the box’ approach
suggested by RMN. We are facing various challenges in managing
our existing fleet in recent years, and at the same time we also
understand the fiscal challenges faced by the government at the
moment. Taking all this into consideration, we had concluded
that business as usual is no longer viable and we must find an
innovative approach in transforming the fleet with the limited
resources that we have, and at the same time reduce the
operational overhead we currently face.”
Shamsuddin said that a key part of the transformation program is
to enhance the domestic defense industry to become self-reliant
and capable of building modern and reliable warships. This
will indirectly enable RMN to develop its capability to become
a credible and balanced force, with the efficiencies of fleet
commonality.

Terma SCANTER 6000 radars have been installed on the two Lekiuclass frigates for navigation and helicopter control. The radar will
also provide a data feed to the BAE Systems Nautis combat system
and will be integrated with the Northrop Grumman Sperry Marine
Vision Master automatic radar plotting aid (ARPA) display system.
The RMN also selected the SCANTER 6000 for its two new MultiPurpose Common Support Ships (MPCSS).
As opposed to a single contractor managing the work, the RMN
has contracts with nine different vendors for the frigate refits.
“The Royal Malaysian Navy has taken on the responsibility of
being the system integrator,” Joseph said.
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What the Hell! General Quarters, General Quarters . . .
This is Not a Drill!
by CDR John D. Hooper, USCG (Ret)
In March 1965, the U.S. Navy was in dire need of small, fast patrol
boats with shallow draft to patrol the inland waters of the Mekong
Delta, and near coastal/offshore waters of South Vietnam.
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong insurgents were penetrating
the coastal zone and Mekong Delta with impunity delivering
ammunition, weapons, grenades, food, etc. by sea to the Viet Cong
insurgents who controlled the coastal zone. The fledgling South
Vietnamese Navy lacked strong, combat experienced leaders,
training, doctrine, tactics, weapons and supplies. Fully aware of
the mayhem in the delta and near coastal area by insurgents, if
the U.S. Navy was going to get this maritime insurgency under
control, they desperately needed small vessels with shallow draft
that could pursue the small shallow draft junks and sampans that
roamed the delta and coastal zone at will.
Being aware of the U.S. Coast Guard’s new class of 82 and 95foot patrol boats, the U.S. Coast Guard’s statutory mandate to
assist the Navy in time of war (14 USC 1), and the Coast Guard’s
distinguished service alongside the Navy in various previous
conflicts, the Navy requested the assistance of the U.S. Coast
Guard. After several months of joint Navy / Coast Guard highlevel discussions and planning the decision was made that the
Coast Guard would contribute to the Navy’s new mission in
Vietnam. On 29 April, 1965, President Lyndon Johnson signed
the deployment order for 17 82-foot patrol boats and 245 men
to prepare to deploy to SE Asia to assist the U.S. Navy with what
would become “Operation Market Time”. Coast Guard Squadron
One was commissioned on 27 May, 1965. As the Vietnam War
deepened in ferocity from 1965-1970 the USCG provided aids to
navigation teams, explosive loading detachments, established
and manned LORAN navigation stations, CG pilots to assist the
USAF ARRS squadrons with combat SAR for downed pilots in the
jungle, and placed numerous large cutters offshore (CG Squadron
Three) to assist the U.S. Navy destroyers on the gun line providing
naval gunfire support to U.S. Army and U.S. Marines ashore.
All of the Coast Guard’s 82-footers distinguished themselves
interdicting Vietnamese sampans and junks carrying wartime
contraband to Viet Cong and N. Vietnamese soldiers; one Coast
Guard 82-foot patrol boat stood out
in its combat service however. The
Point Welcome, an 82-foot patrol

The Personnel Inspection and Award Ceremony for BMC Richard
Patterson.
boat, was built at the Coast Guard Yard in Curtis Bay, Maryland
and was commissioned on 14 February 1962. She was first
stationed at Everett, Washington, from 1962 to 1965. Here she
conducted law enforcement and search and rescue patrols. She
was then allocated to join many of her sister cutters in the waters
off Vietnam in support of the U.S. Navy’s “Operation Market
Time”. She was converted for service with the addition of a .50
caliber machine gun with a “piggyback” 82mm mortar as well as
additional armament, placed on the open deck of a freighter, and
carried to the Philippines, where she was offloaded.
Once joined by her crew, she was assigned to CG Squadron One,
Division 12, Vietnam, from July 1965 and served until April 1970.
While on a standard quiet patrol, as a darkened ship, the Point
Welcome was attacked in the pre-dawn hours of 11 August 1966
by U.S. Air Force aircraft while on patrol in the waters near the
mouth of the Cua Viet River, about three-quarters of a mile south
of the Demilitarized Zone (the 17th Parallel). Her commanding
officer, LTJG David Brostrom, along with one crewmen, EN2 Jerry
Phillips, on watch on the bridge, were killed in this “friendly fire”
incident. The Point Welcome’s executive officer, LTJG Ross Bell,
two other crewmen, GM2 Mark D. McKenney and FA Houston J.
Davidson, a Vietnamese liaison officer, LTJG Do Viet Vien, and a
freelance journalist, Mr. Timothy J. Page, were wounded.  
The CGC “Point Welcome”
crew musters at the
Memorial Ceremony for the
two killed “Coasties” (LT
David Brostrom and EN2
Jerry Phillips).
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BMC Richard Patterson, who was on the mess deck enjoying
his first cup of coffee sprang to his feet and went topside
at the sound of the relentless 20-mm shells and .50 cal
machine gun fire hitting the patrol boat’s superstructure
and hull. As a result of his courage, decisive actions and
seamanship he literally saved the cutter and the surviving
crew at great risk to himself. He was awarded a Bronze Star
with the combat “V” device for his actions described in his
award citation:
“The first attack caused a blazing gasoline fire on the
fantail of the cutter that threatened to engulf the entire
after section of the vessel. Chief Patterson, displaying the
finest qualities of bravery and leadership, took charge of
the situation and using a fire hose, forced the flaming liquid
over the side, thus extinguishing the fire. Even as he was
accomplishing this task, he saw the second aircraft attack
rip through the pilot house killing the cutter’s commanding
officer and seriously wounding the executive officer and Point Welcome damage from the friendly fire attack.
the helmsman. Unhesitatingly, and with complete disregard
of an SL-class North Vietnamese trawler near Cu Lao Re island, 70
for his personal safety, Chief Patterson climbed to the bridge and miles southeast of Danang. On the afternoon of 29 February 1968
took command. He ordered the crew to carry the wounded to the the USCGC Androscoggin took the trawler under surveillance
comparative safety of the below decks area. Alone on the bridge, after it was first detected by a U.S. Navy P-2 Neptune aircraft
he then maneuvered the cutter at high speed to avoid subsequent 150 miles south of the demilitarized zone. The Point Welcome
attacks. When it became apparent that he could not successfully and Point Grey, along with two Navy Swift boats, waited close to
evade the attacking aircraft, he ran the cutter close ashore, shore as the trawler approached, with Androscoggin trailing. In
and directed the crew to abandon ship. Under his composed the early morning of 1 March 1968 as the trawler closed to within
leadership, the wounded were wrapped in life jackets and paired seven miles of the coast, Androscoggin closed and challenged the
with the able bodied before going over the side. Chief Patterson trawler. After receiving no response, Androscoggin illuminated the
kept his crew calm and organized while they were in the water target with 5-inch star shells. The trawler, positively identified as
and until they were picked up by rescue craft.”
a North Vietnamese SL-class vessel, opened fire on the cutter with
The Point Caution came to the assistance of Point Welcome
and along with other units, rescued those in the water. Soon
thereafter Chief Patterson, and those of his crew that were not
seriously wounded, returned to their cutter. They then sailed
Point Welcome back to Danang under her own power. There she
was repaired and returned to service.
On 29 February to 1 March 1968, she assisted in the destruction

recoilless rifle and machine gun fire. Androscoggin then opened
fire with her 5-inch battery, scoring one hit on the trawler’s “after
starboard side.” The trawler then headed for the beach. Two
helicopters took the trawler under fire while the 82-footers and
Swift boats closed. The Point Welcome illuminated the target
with illumination rounds fired from her 82mm mortar while the
Point Grey and the Swift boats fired their .50 caliber machine
guns into the trawler. It grounded 50 yards from the mouth of the
Song Tha Cau river. Point Welcome then hit the target with two
high explosive mortar rounds fired from her 82mm mortar. The
trawler soon thereafter exploded, leaving little trace. The cutters
were hit with debris but suffered no personnel casualties.
She was transferred to South Vietnam as Ngu Yen Han on 29 April
1970.  
Sources:
(1) U.S. Coast Guard at War: Vietnam, 1965-1975, by CAPT Alex
Larzelere, USCG (Ret), U.S. Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, MD,
c. 1997.
(2) Coast Guard Action in Vietnam: Stories of Those Who Served,
by CWO4 Paul C. Scotti, USCG (Ret), Hellgate Press, Central Point,
Oregon, c. 2000
(3) U.S. Coast Guard Cutter History, “Point Welcome, 1962”.
http://www.uscg.mil/history/webcutters/point_welcome.asp
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Warfare Tactics Instructors Bring Tactical Skill,
Expertise and Capability to Fleet
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The fleet needs tacticians, and the Surface and Mine Warfighting
Development Center (SMWDC) is delivering them.
“We have strategic direction from our leadership to increase
the lethality and tactical proficiency of the force; we need to
rededicate ourselves to achieving and maintaining sea control, and
we have to learn faster,” said Rear Adm. John Wade, Commander
of SMWDC, speaking at the 2017 SNA West Coast Symposium in
July.
SMWDC is training selected junior officers to become Warfare
Tactics Instructors (WTIs, pronounced “witties”), in order to
establish a cadre of highly-knowledgeable and proficient tacticians
in the fleet.
According to Wade, the fleet needs tacticians. “The skill,
expertise, and capabilities that WTIs have are in demand by the
fleet,” he said. “The capacity we need to build is outstripped by
the need right now.”

Today there are about 160 graduates, of which about 120 are in
waterfront readiness production jobs, such as the Afloat Training
Groups, Surface Warfare Officers School, Fleet ASW School, and
other training centers. Additionally, there are now 20-plus WTIs
out in the fleet, serving as department heads or XOs or in the
pipeline to execute those billets. “And that number is going to
continue to increase over time,” Wade said.
“My biggest concern--what keeps me up at night--is that the
capacity we need to build is outstripped by fleet demand right
now,” Wade said. “We have increased our capacity – whether
that’s the WTIs, subject matter experts, or support personnel that
are helping us do what we need to do to move the football down
the field. We don’t have as much capacity as we need, but we are
in a better place.”
Wade said SMWDC now offers the WTI course of instruction three
times a year instead of two, but with fewer students per class so
they get more individual attention. “It gives those officers who

San Diego, Calif. (Aug. 4, 2017) Commander, Naval Surface and Warfighting Development Center (SMWDC) Rear Adm. John Wade, center,
poses for a photograph with Warfare Tactics Instructor (WTI) candidates after they completed their initial course of instruction - the Instructor and
Tactics Course. Upon completion of the course, students will have to attend and pass advanced tactical training courses to earn WTI designation
through one of three SMWDC Divisions - Amphibious Warfare, Sea Combat, or Integrated Air and Missile Defense. SMWDC is one of the
Navy’s five Warfare Development Centers and fills an integral role in the Surface Force Strategy: Return to Sea Control. SMWDC’s mission is to
increase the lethality and tactical proficiency of the surface force across all domains. (U.S. Navy Photo by Lt. Matthew Stroup/Released)
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PACIFIC OCEAN (May 9, 2017) Lt. Lisa Malone, a
warfare tactics instructor (WTI) assigned to Naval
Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center,
provides tactical training to officers aboard the aircraft
carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN 71) during a
group sail training unit exercise with the Theodore
Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group. Group sail is a predeployment underway which allows the Theodore
Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group to conduct exercises
together in a maritime environment. (U.S. Navy photo
by Mass Communication Specialist Seaman Bill M.
Sanders/Released)

are interested in applying more flexibility to become a WTI.”
Becoming a WTI is competitive, and the training is challenging.
But Wade can’t say enough about those who have earned the
patch. “The talent that continues to apply to the WTI program is
eye watering.”
WTIs are the center of gravity for SMWDC’s four lines of operations:
advanced tactical training; doctrine and tactical guidance
development; operational support to the fleet; and capabilities
assessments, experimentation, and future requirements.
SMWDC has adapted a disciplined approach to training and
integrated the PBED process used successfully by the aviation
and submarine communities into the core of their continuous
learning model. PBED stands for Plan, Brief, Execute, and Debrief.
Implementing this method of high-velocity learning along all of
their lines of operation have yielded operational results that are
difficult to overstate. They are also driving a cultural change at the
individual, team, and unit-level.
San Diego, Calif. (Aug. 4, 2017) Commander, Naval Surface and
Warfighting Development Center Real Adm. John Wade, left, speaks
to Warfare Tactics Instructor (WTI) candidates after they completed
their initial course of instruction - the Instructor and Tactics Course.
Upon completion of the course, students will have to attend and pass
advanced tactical training courses to earn WTI designation through
one of three SMWDC Divisions - Amphibious Warfare, Sea Combat, or
Integrated Air and Missile Defense. SMWDC is one of the Navy’s five
Warfare Development Centers and fills an integral role in the Surface
Force Strategy: Return to Sea Control. SMWDC’s mission is to increase
the lethality and tactical proficiency of the surface force across all
domains. (U.S. Navy Photo by Lt. Matthew Stroup/Released)

SMWDC uses replay tools on ships during Surface Warfare
Advanced Tactical Training (SWATT) to provide a high-speed
learning environment where shipboard teams are provided
“ground truth” data to balance what they recollect during a
standard debrief process. This allows WTIs supporting SWATT to
create an environment where shipboard teams become willing
and able to be rigorously self-critical in a training environment
to raise their level of performance when they leave the pier for
deployment.
SMWDC works with NSWC Corona and relies on tools created
collaboratively to measure results and analyze data to develop
new standards and metrics from real-world observation. Using
data-driven replay tools, the WTI-led debriefs help identify the
failure points, address them immediately, and learn quickly.
“That’s one way that our team is helping the fleet improve,” Wade
said.
“We’re conducting assessments and experimentation to support
the requirements generation. We’re growing capacity here,
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to operate independently to collect information. “Sea
Hunter is introducing new technologies like continuous
active sonar. We tested some basic tactics about how we
would integrate unmanned afloat sensors and platforms
with our surface ships.”
“We are a learning organization,” Wade said. “As we
engage with the waterfront, and as we do our training and
tactical development, we are learning and applying those
lessons.”
We all have a common goal: to be more tactically
proficient, more lethal, and to rededicate ourselves to sea
control balanced with power projection. Together we will
learn faster.

PACIFIC OCEAN (Sep. 27, 2016) Lt. Damon Goodrich-Houska (center), a
warfare tactics instructor (WTI) of the Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting
Development Center (SMWDC), assesses a combat watch team aboard the
guided-missile destroyer USS Chafee (DDG 90) during a Surface Warfare
Advanced Tactical Training (SWATT) anti-submarine maneuvering exercise in the
Southern California operating area. Thirteen WTIs are underway with the Nimitz
Carrier Strike Group leading the Surface Warfare Advanced Tactical Training
(SWATT). SWATT is a three-week exercise designed to tactically prepare cruisers
and destroyers for carrier strike group integration. SMDWC opened June 9, 2015
at Naval Base San Diego and is responsible for increasing the tactical proficiency
of the Navy’s surface warfare community through the creation of warfare doctrine,
underway advanced-training exercises and WTIs. (U.S. Navy photo by Petty
Officer 3rd Class William J. Blees/Released)
but not as fast – because this is really looking at problems over
the long term, though we are also laser-focused on near-term
readiness in case we have to fight tonight,” he said.
Wade said SMWDC also supports the Warfare Improvement
Programs (WIP) to consolidate fleet input and push
recommendations up to the TYCOM (type commander), and
subsequently Pacific Fleet and Fleet Forces to identify gaps and
inform resource decisions more effectively. “We just recently
conducted an assessment in 7th Fleet where we compared
shipboard MCM (mine countermeasures) capability versus
aviation MCM and expeditionary MCM capabilities to understand
what they do well, and what they don’t, with data that will inform
resource decisions as we think about the future fleet design.”
SMWDC is developing tactics and doctrine for the joint
environment as well as counter-unmanned systems efforts.
“We’re seeing a militarization of unmanned vehicles with lethality
to conduct attacks. I don’t think it will be long before we see that
capability in the maritime domain.”
Wade said SMWDC recently conducted a SWATT event with the
Theodore Roosevelt Carrier Strike Group, where it experimented
with Sea Hunter, an unmanned surface vessel that has the ability

“Mature readiness is the foundation of everything that
we do in the surface community, and certifications and
inspections are important because they hold us to a
standard,” said Wade. “We need to make tactical thinking,
training and readiness an equal priority, because when
placed under stressful and uncertain conditions, the first
thing you fall back on is your training and your procedures.”
“We have to have a sense of urgency,” Wade said. “We
can’t assume that the United States Navy can maintain
dominance on, above, and below the seas. We have to be
urgent in our efforts across the entire enterprise, because
by getting better and being more tactically efficient,
effective, and lethal is a powerful deterrent. Our potential
enemies may think twice before taking action, and that will
allow diplomatic and political solutions to our challenges
across the globe.”

Support the SNA
Scholarship Fund
SNA needs your help to maintain
this important program.
Donations Accepted Anytime
Want to leave a legacy to a dependant
of a Surface Warrior?
Consider SNA Scholarship Program
when making plans.

To discuss, please email us at
navysna@aol.com or
call 703-960-6800.
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West Coast Symposium Examines Manpower, Training and Operations to
Achieve Surface Force Strategy
by CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)
The 2017 SNA West Coast Symposium was held on July 13 at Pier
2, Naval Station San Diego. Nearly 600 attended, with more than
half being active duty. There were 19 exhibitors participating.
The event was an in-depth examination of the Surface Force
strategy, as presented by manpower, training and operational
experts.
Attendees were briefed on the latest initiative involving surface
warfare, from personnel and training to platforms and systems,
to implement the Surface Force Strategy.
The head Surface Officer Detailer Capt. Rick Cheeseman, (Director,
PERS-41) shared details on a number of initiatives for officers,
including new career paths and education and assignment
opportunities to attract, train and retain SWOs. The efforts are
paying off, as Cheeseman reported that junior officer retention San Diego, Calif. (July 13, 2017) Rear Adm. John Wade, commander of
is at an all-time high.
the Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center (SMWDC),
speaks with midshipmen and officers about the WTI program at the Surface
FLTCM Russell Smith (SW/IW/AW) provided his perspective from
Navy Association’s West Coast Symposium at Naval Base San Diego,
his assignment at Manpower, Personnel, Training and Education
July 13. SMWDC is one of the Navy’s five Warfare Development Centers
(OPNAV N1). Surface Warfare Officers School Commanding
(WDC), and plays an integral role in the Surface Force Strategy: Return to
Officer Capt. Scott Robertson outlined the growing training role
Sea Control. Its mission is to increase the lethality and tactical proficiency
of SWOS for both officers and enlisted, and how his course are
of the surface force across all domains. (U.S. Navy Photo by Lt. Matthew
helping students develop proficiency, and building confidence in
Stroup/Released)
themselves and their equipment. “We’re laying the groundwork
for skill mastery,” Robertson said.
Reservists are filling critical manpower gaps to reduce operational
overhead.
Rear Adm. John Wade, who commands Naval Surface & Mine
Warfighting Development Center, presented an update on the Rear Adm. Ron Boxall, Director of Surface Warfare (OPNAV N96)
command’s growing influence on training, doctrine and tactics gave a resource sponsor and requirements update, providing a
development, and provided an opportunity for the junior officers status of key N96 platform and system programs, including the
on the waterfront to learn about opportunities as warfighting littoral combat ship and future frigate program. Boxall stressed
tactics instructors.
that surface warfare involves multi-domain warfighting under
and on the sea, in the air and in space and into the cyber-realm,
Rear Adm. John Mustin, Reserve Deputy Commander, Naval afloat and ashore. He also discussed integrating future weapons
Surface Force, US Pacific Fleet, discussed how the Surface Force on Navy combatants, such as rail guns and lasers.
Reserve Component is making a difference as part of the “Reserve
Component to Sea Initiative.” Mustin talked about how Navy The attendees received a post-deployment operational recap
from Rear Adm. Jim Kilby, who is Commander, Carrier
Strike Group ONE, and had recently returned from an
extended deployment with the Carl Vinson Carrier
Strike Group. The deployment was marked by tension
on the Korean peninsula.
The keynote address came from “SWO Boss” Vice Adm.
Tom Rowden, USN, Commander, Naval Surface Forces,
who described the importance of sea control and
project national power.
Photo Credit: CAPT Robert E. Lang, USN (Ret); RELANGIMAGES.com

The moderator for the symposium was Capt. Chris
Barnes, who is the San Diego Chapter President.
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Thank you to the following organizations for their support of the
2017 SNA West Coast Symposium!

The Partner You Can Count OnTM

ArmamentSystems.BDev@orbitalatk.com

SNA

OrbitalATK.com

30th Annual National Symposium
9-11 JANUARY 2018

Surface Forces and Cross-Domain Integration

navysnaevents.org

Hyatt Regency Crystal City, Arlington, VA
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SNA USS Constitution Chapter Presents 15th Annual
George Sirian Meritorious Service Award
by CAPT Bill Mauser, USN (Ret)
“You influence everything you touch. Attitude
and effort make all the difference.”
So advised Gunners Mate Chief (SW/EXW) Roger
A. Schnepf, USN, upon receiving the 15th annual
George Sirian Meritorious Service Award (GSA).
The ceremony took place on 25 August 2017
onboard USS CONSTITUTION in Boston. GMC
Schnepf earned the award while serving aboard
USS CHUNG HOON (DDG-93), homeported
in Pearl Harbor. The ceremony capped off a
week of CPO Heritage Training, hosted by USS
CONSTITUTION for new CPO selectees.
Honored guests included Chief Schnepf’s wife
Krystle, SNA Executive Director CAPT Bill Erickson,
SURFOR Force Master Chief Jason Wallis, and
SURFLANT Force Master Chief Jack Callison.
SNA USS CONSTITUTION Chapter President CAPT SNA Constitution Chapter President, CAPT Bill Mauser USN (Ret), Sirian Award Winner,
Bill Mauser, presented GMC Schnepf a replica GMC Roger Schnepf, USN (Ret), and SNA Executive Director, CAPT Bill Erickson, USN
19th century naval cutlass inscribed with his name (Ret)
as the 2017 George Sirian Awardee. Assisting
A highlight of the ceremony was the moment that Chief
were FORCMs Wallis and Callison, and Master of
Ceremonies CAPT Gary Finerty. In his brief remarks, CAPT Mauser Schnepf stepped to the podium to pass on to the crew of USS
cited that “GMC Schnepf truly embodies all the values of the CONSTITUTION and to 100 CPO selectees his thoughts on success
GSA, and perfectly personifies quality leadership and professional as a Navy Chief.
excellence in today’s Navy.”
GMC Schnepf attributed his career success and GSA selection to
“As expected from the Surface Community, there were a lot of the love and support of his family and the hardworking sailors he
hard-chargers nominated,” said CAPT Erickson. “Congratulations has had the privilege to lead.
Chief Schnepf on being selected from a very competitive group.”
To the CPO Selectees in ranks, “Remember what you learned from
the Chiefs who inspired your career success.”

He gave a strong shout-out to his fellow CPOs in the fleet, and
to the great work they do every day. He emphasized a recipe for
success that has worked well for him:

In the words of our SWO Boss, COMNAVSURFOR VADM Tom
Rowden, GMC Schnepf exemplified and embodied six key tenets
that all Chiefs and Chief selectees should exhibit:

3/4 cup hard work, l/4 cup opportunity, and A dash of failure
while you learn.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Be the subject matter experts
Maintain a vigilant presence on the deckplates
Understand the requirements
Drive procedural compliance
Communicate up and down the chain of command effectively
Be intrusive and dedicated to the sailors you lead

Said CHUNG HOON CO CDR Victor Sheldon in his nomination
letter, “Chief Schnepf“ is the most impactful Enlisted Surface
Warfighter on the waterfront, and the surface warrior we all
want to emulate. He is the top Chief Petty Officer aboard, and the
perfect role model for any Sailor.”

The award is named in honor of 19th century sailor George Sirian,
a refugee from Greece who served with distinction in the US
Navy for nearly fifty years, first as an ordinary seaman, and later
as a master gunner and warrant officer. Sirian’s service included
multiple tours on USS CONSTITUTION during her prime years as a
ship of the line.

Chief Schnepf hails from Yelm, WA, enlisted in the Navy in 2003,
and was selected for Chief Petty Officer in 2012. He has served
multiple assignments afloat and ashore, including tours as
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle operator with the 1st Light Armored
Reconnaissance Battalion and Riverine Squadron One in Iraq.
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The selection of GMC Schnepf was the culmination of a
rigorous and competitive process that began in March
and was managed by the Force Master Chiefs. The
selection criteria include:
• A consistent long-term demonstration of
inspirational leadership.
• Exceptional seamanship and operational
excellence in surface warfare skills.
• Demonstrated exemplary performance in
organization and management, mission
accomplishment, motivation and leadership, and
mentoring.

The award consists of an engraved replica 19th century
naval cutlass and citation, plus a special plaque inscribed
with the names of each annual George Sirian awardee on
permanent public display aboard USS CONSTITUTION.
As FORCE Master Chiefs Wallis and Callison unveiled
FORCMs Jack Callison and Jason Wallis unveil the GSA shipboard plaque.
the plaque, CAPT Mauser quoted from the inscription:
“These Chief Petty Officers exemplify the historic spirit
At-sea assignments included Combat Gunnery LCPO in USS
STEHEM (DDG-53) and currently as Weapons Dept LCPO in USS of a man who in his half-century career and multiple tours on
board “Old Ironsides”, set the standards for leadership, technical
CHUNG HOON (DDG-93).
expertise and devotion to duty in today’s Surface Navy.”
The USS Constitution Chapter of SNA was established in 1990 and
focuses on promoting and maintaining the values of the Surface After the ceremony onboard, the Chapter hosted a reception at
Navy’s history, contributions and accomplishments, with special the Marriott Long Wharf Hotel in Boston for Chief Schnepf and
his family, dignitaries from fleet commands, (FORCMs), and SNA
focus on USS Constitution.
(CAPT Erickson and Chapter members).
Along with luminaries such as Arleigh Burke and John Paul Jones,
his
visit
to
Boston,
GMC
Schnepf
Warrant Gunner George Sirian is enshrined in the SNA Hall of Following
departed to return to his LCPO responsibilities on CHUNG HOON.
Fame at Surface Warfare Officer School, Newport, RI.
Special thanks to the extended Navy and corporate Program
Team for their efforts in support of GSA 2017, including Marriott
Corporation and USAA.

LinkedIn Member?
Looking for a
Networking Opportunity?
Join the Surface Navy
Association
LinkedIn Group

linkedin.com

Facebook
Join us today for all the
CAPT Bill Mauser presents GSA Certificate to GMC Roger
and Krystle Schnepf.

latest news

facebook.com/
navysna
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Thank you to ALL our corporate members
including the following companies . . .
AMS
Group
provides
innovative technology to US
and international customers,
fully supported by a range of
integrated logistics services.
AMS is a leading provider of
naval equipment and services
and provides the defense
and security markets with
maritime, coastal domain, and critical infrastructure security
solutions. AMS Group has a strong reputation as a trusted partner
with 30+ years of experience, offering unwavering attention to
quality and delivering superior performance.
A global leader in IT, contract writing
and acquisition management systems,
cybersecurity, business process reengineering, ERP, engineering and
engineering support services - CGI
delivers end-to-end solutions for
the defense, intelligence and civilian
sectors. For over 40 years, CGI has delivered quality services ontime and on-budget to help the Navy across every stage of the
program, product, and business lifecycles. www.cgi.com/usfederal
Curtiss-Wright
INDAL
Technologies is a leader
in the design of helicopter
handling systems, senor
handling systems, hangars
and hangar doors for the USN and international navies.
INDAL’s ASIST system installed on the DDG-1000 supports
helicopter free deck landing/take-off operations. The system
provides security from capture through traversing; it enhances
operational safety through the removal of personnel from the
flight deck. INDAL has supplied over 350 ASIST and its predecessor
RAST systems to the U.S. and international Navies. The MANTIS,
a battery powered traverser allows reduced sea state free deck
manual operations on the LCS class ships. INDAL supports naval
aviation across the fleet.
INDAL has delivered over 170 telescopic hangars and 400 hangar
doors meeting stringent naval requirements. Recent doors
include those used on the LPD-17 and DDG-1000 ships.
INDAL’s sensor and cable handling systems include towed array
handling systems (TAHS) for submarines, surface ships and USV as
well as a variety of variable depth sonar handling systems. Indal
also bring its years of experience to the shipboard recovery of
UUV and USV’s.

Basic Engineering Concepts & Technologies (BecTech) is pleased
to announce their celebration of 20 years as a recognized
independent expert for professional engineering services,
specializing in Systems Engineering/Integration, Test & Evaluation,
Critical Analysis, Capability Assessment, Sustainment, Logistics
and Program Management.
BecTech’s record of success in Naval weapons systems and
engineering programs includes Aegis BMD, Standard Missile,
Evolved SeaSparrow, Tomahawk, and Australian shipbuilding
programs. BecTech thanks all employees, customers and
competitors for their friendship and support.

Cubic is a leading provider of live, virtual, constructive and gamebased training solutions, C4ISR systems, special operations,
mission support and intelligence for the U.S. and allied forces in
more than 35 nations.
Cubic is honored to support the Surface Warfare Navy’s Littoral
Combat Ship (LCS) training program by providing the LCS Training
Facility (LTF) with an Immersive Virtual Shipboard Environment
(IVSE). Cubic’s high-fidelity, 3D game-based series of courseware
make possible the “Train to Qualify” and “Train to Certify”
performance objectives established for propulsion engineers,
combat systems personnel, deck and mission bay operations. In
addition to the IVSE, Cubic delivers Mission Bay Trainers to the LTF
for both Freedom and Independence variants.

The Potomac Advocates is a SWO owned business. For the past
17 years we have assisted companies doing business with the
federal government. We have a well documented track record of
success in enabling company growth. Our legislative experience
and government contacts enable intelligent professional
discussion of innovative solutions. We are long-time members
and avid supporters of Surface Navy Association scholarship fund,
golf outings, and other activities. We are proud that our family
members currently serve as SWOs.
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DELTA
Resources,
Incorporated
provides engineering, analytical,
and
programmatic
support
to NAVSEA technical experts
providing operationally ready ships.
DELTA’s support of Navigation,
Electromagnetic
Compatibility,
Radiation Hazard, and Warfare
System certifications helps ensure
new systems work with existing
systems without introducing new
issues. DELTA evaluates maturity and interoperability for the
Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Combat Systems,
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Modernization
Process (C5IMP). These efforts help Sailors around the world
execute their missions and return home safely.
Fairbanks
Morse
is
the
critical
power
solutions expert – a
strategic partner and
a trusted source for
application-specific, fuelflexible power systems
that deliver optimal
performance in mission
critical applications. These
applications
include
power generation -- base load and standby power plants, and
emergency back-up power for nuclear plants; and ship propulsion
and shipboard power for the United States Navy and Coast
Guard and commercial vessels. Fairbanks Morse reliable engine
drive solutions also can be found in a wide range of municipal,
institutional and industrial applications. More information is
available at www.fairbanksmorse.com.

Raytheon Company is a technology and innovation leader
specializing in defense, civil government and cybersecurity
solutions. In a world of emerging challenges and evolving threats,
US and allied forces need to maintain the advantage over our
adversaries. Raytheon leverages our legacy of performance and
innovation to develop solutions to make the world a safer place.
For our global navy customers, Raytheon provides technologies
and solutions that span the naval domains – above, on and below
the water. From radars and sonars, networks, navigation and
combat management, fire control and weapons, we are uniquely
capable to provide integrated, end-to-end solutions – to enable
warships to detect, control and engage any threat, whether from
the air, surface or undersea.
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Current SNA Corporate Members
901D, LLC

Fairbanks Morse Engine

Rolls-Royce North America Inc

Advanced Acoustic Concepts, LLC

Fairlead Integrated

AECOM

Fincantieri Marine Group

Saab Defense and
Security USA LLC

Aerojet Rocketdyne

FLIR Systems

Airbus Defence and Space, Inc

GE Marine

American Defense
International, Inc

General Atomics

SAIC
SimVentions, Inc
Sonalysts, Inc

General Dynamics
Bath Iron Works

SSS Clutch Company, Inc

General Dynamics
Mission Systems

Systems Planning and
Analysis, Inc

General Dynamics NASSCO

Tech-Marine Business, Inc

Gibbs & Cox, Inc

Technology Service Corp

Gryphon Technologies, LC

Terma North America Inc

HiPK, LLC

Textron Systems

BAE Systems Integrated
Electronics and Warfare Systems

Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII)

Thales Defense & Security, Inc

Hydroid

The Boeing Company

Basic Commerce and
Industries, Inc

Innovative Defense Technologies

The Potomac Advocates

BecTech

Insitu

Transhield, Inc

Kelvin Hughes LLC

Tri-Tec Manufacturing

Kongsberg Defence Systems

Ultra Electronics Ocean
Systems, Inc

American Systems
AMS Group, Inc
AMSC
Atlas North America
Austal
Aydin Displays
BAE Platforms and Services

Booz Allen Hamilton
Bramer Group
Bridgeborn, Inc
CACI International, Inc
Capitol Integration
CEA Technologies
CGI Federal
Cobham
Comark Corporation
Crowley Maritime Corporation
Cubic
Curtiss Wright
Delta Resources, Inc
Energy Focus Inc
Esterline Federal

L3 Technologies
Leidos
Leonardo DRS, Inc
Lockheed Martin Corporation
ManTech International Corp
Marotta Controls, Inc
McKean Defense, LLC
Mikros Systems Corporation
Northrop Grumman
Maritime Systems
Northrop Grumman
Undersea Systems
Raytheon Company
Rite-Solutions, Inc

Strategic Insight, Ltd

United States Marine, Inc
USAA
UTC Aerospace Systems
VSE Corporation
VT Halter Marine, Inc
Wartsila Defense, Inc
Whitney, Bradley & Brown, Inc
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CHAPTER NEWS
ARABIAN GULF
President: CAPT Andy Arnold, USN
It has been a record “hot” summer for the SNA Arabian
Gulf (AG) Chapter! Some reports had it the hottest
summer in recorded history for Bahrain in 115 years,
and it felt like it. Undeterred by heat indices of 130+
degrees, the AG chapter has been hard at work executing
theater operations from Bahrain, as well as engaging our
local talent pool of seasoned SWOs to focus on career
professional development and growing our salty (and
humid) esprit de corps.
In May, we enjoyed the excellent opportunity for chapter
membership to engage in a secure Video-Teleconference
(VTC) with CAPT Kurt Sellerburg, Director, Distributed
Lethality Task Force (DLTF)! The latest developments in
Distributed Lethality were discussed, how the FIFTH Fleet
AOR fits in, and the direction of the future Surface Navy
CAPT Patrick addressing the officers representing CCSG 11, DESRON 9, DESRON
as we carry out on VADM Rowden’s ‘Return to Sea Power’
50, USS SHOUP, and FS JEAN BART.
Surface Force Strategy.
Because there is a deep bench of SWO talent and experience
assigned in Bahrain, one area we can be particularly excellent
is career professional development and mentoring. Over the
summer, we held two Junior Officer mentorship forums aimed
at advancing professional knowledge and relationships within
Bahrain’s SWO community and to promote the significance of
having a mentor. The first forum was led by CAPT Patrick, whose
detailing and officer community management experience made
for a natural opportunity to discuss the basics of detailing and
how to approach career milestones. A second forum was led by

VADM Mary Jackson speaks to SNA at the September 13 luncheon.

SWOs in their 2nd Division Officer Shore duty tours and expressly
focused on the MCM first tour Division Officers homeported in
Bahrain to help them understand the diversity of second tour
division officer slate options available to to them. Later, a ship
visit was arranged for the MCM DIVOs in USS VELLA GULF (CG
72) for a closer understanding of those key DIVO billet options in
addition to meeting other SWOs.
We also relish the opportunities afforded by Bahrain port visits
of deployed ships! It’s always a pleasure to connect with new
and old shipmates, as well as trade sea stories
and career advice. USS LEYTE GULF (CG 55),
commanded by CAPT Dan Sunvold, linked up
with the AG Chapter in June for a join-up at the
Officer’s Club. An August join-up was headlined
by Rear Admiral Bill Byrne of Carrier Strike
Group 11, and included Destroyer Squadron 9,
USS SHOUP (DDG 86), and the officers of the
French destroyer JEAN BART. We also hailed
Rear Admiral Paul Schlise, the new Deputy
Commander in USNAVCENT, who relieved Rear
Admiral Gene Black in July. Rear Admiral Black’s
next assignment is in Carrier Strike Group 8.
Lastly, we kicked off September by hosting
a luncheon featuring VADM Mary Jackson,
Commander, Navy Installations Command,
and RADM Rick Williamson, Commander, Navy
Region Europe, Africa, Southwest Asia, during
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their visit to NSA Bahrain. It
was a unique opportunity to
hear their perspectives on how
Navy Installations supports
tactical operations as well as ask
questions about future plans for
NSA Bahrain.
The AG Chapter is excited
for the remainder of the fall
season, especially the declining
temperatures, and we have
quite a few plans for the coming
months!
RDML Paul Schlise, Deputy Commander Naval Central Command, introduces VADM Mary Jackson at the
13 SEP Luncheon on NSA Bahrain.

BAY AREA
President: CAPT Nate Moore, USCG
The Surface Navy Association Bay Area chapter hosted a booth
and sold chapter designed t-shirts during Base Alameda’s Coast
Guard Day event., held on August 3, to build awareness and
increase membership.
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CHARLESTON
President: CDR Carl Brobst, USN
In June, the SNA Charleston Chapter sponsored
an event at the Naval Nuclear Power Training
School (NNPTC). This event was a follow up to
our April event at NNPTC where we recruited
over 60 new SNA Members, 56 of which were
E6 and below.
The goal of this follow-on
event was to provide these newest members
an opportunity to enjoy some free lunch and
listen to an outstanding guest speaker, CMDCM
Doug Bell from NAVAL CONSOLIDATED BRIG
CHARLESTON. A veteran of two submarine Chief
of the Boat tours, his experience and character
was an immense hit with the young Officers and
Sailors of NNPTC. He gave an absolutely great
presentation!
In August, we held our quarterly luncheon at the
historic Red Bank Club in North Charleston. Our
guest speaker was none other than our 21 year
Chapter Mentor RADM (ret) Charles “Chuck” CMDCM Doug Bell shares his vast experience with our newest Chapter members.
Horne! In front of a packed house, he gave a
wonderful presentation covering Four Decades
of Dedicated Naval Service, including the
Korean and Vietnam Wars! Chuck’s inspirational
mentorship and energetic active participation
in our Chapters operations continues to lead us
to great success! He is the foundation for our
Charleston Surface Navy community!
(Right) RADM (Ret) Charles “Chuck” Horne shares his
vast collection of Memorabilia with Paul Hines, CPO
Arlington Sanford, and
RADM (Ret) James Flatley.

Over 60 new SNA
Members attended our
Naval Nuclear Power
Training School event.
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CONSTITUTION
President: CAPT Bill Mauser, USN (Ret)
2017 ROTC Award– USS CONSTITUTION Chapter
Each year the USS CONSTITUTION Chapter presents its Academic
and Leadership Excellence Award to deserving midshipmen from
Massachusetts area universities who chose the Surface Warfare
career path. Included is a free three-year membership in the
Surface Navy Association.
On 26 April, CAPT Bill Mauser, Chapter President, presented the
Chapter’s plaque to MIDN 1/C Lauren Mandeville, USNR. Hailing
from the San Antonio TX area. She graduated from Harvard as a
Philosophy major, and has reported to USS ROOSEVELT (DDG-80),
homeported in Mayport. FL.
SNA’s USS CONSTITUTION Chapter welcomes USS WHIDBEY
ISLAND (LSD-41) to Boston
During her visit to Boston to participate in SAIL BOSTON Tall Ships
celebrations on 25 July 2017, the Surface Navy Association’s USS
CONSTITUTION Chapter President CAPT Bill Mauser USNR Ret,
and USS WHIDBEY ISLAND (LSD-41) Commanding Officer CDR
Ethan Rule, USN, exchanged memorabilia commemorating her
visit.
“I’m excited that Whidbey Island, one of the oldest conventional
warships in the fleet, is one of the main attractions of Sail Boston,”
said CDR Rule. “Team 41 has been preparing for this, and is ready
and excited to show off one of the most versatile and capable
warships the Navy has to offer.”
USS WHIDBEY ISLAND
is the first of its class
of Landing Ship Docks,
and is homeported
in Virginia Beach, VA.
She is a key member
of PHIBRONSIX and
named after the Naval
Training Facility in
Whidbey Island, WA.

SNA Constitution
chapter president,
CAPT Bill Mauser
(Ret), presents the
Leadership Award
to MIDN Lauren
Mandeville.

CAPT Bill Mauser (Ret) presents a SNA plaque to CDR Ethan Rule
USN.
In addition to ship visit commemorations, SNA USS CONSTITUTION
Chapter’s annual awards include the George Sirian Meritorious
Service Award to a deserving ESWS E-7, Academic Excellence
awards to MIDN choosing a SWO career path, and the annual USS
CONSTITUTION Senior Sailor of the Year award.
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DOUGLAS MUNRO
President: CAPT Mark Frankford, USCG
On September 6th, the Douglas Munro Chapter hosted a
Cuttermen’s Call in honor of the Coast Guard Cutter EAGLE’s port
call in Alexandria, VA. Tours of the EAGLE were available to SNA
members before a social hour in Old Town Alexandria. More than
80 people attended from the Greater Washington Chapter, the
Annapolis Chapter, and the Douglas Munro Chapter to enjoy some
food and drink, find refuge from the rain, network and, of course,
swap sea stories. Members of the EAGLE crew, including Captain
Matt Meilstrup, were in attendance. This was the first event
hosted by the new Douglas Munro Chapter, which is comprised
primarily of Coast Guard Cuttermen. It was also a successful
recruiting event, as a number of guests decided to become SNA
members on the spot.

GREATER WASHINGTON
President: CAPT Paul Young, USN
The GWC Chapter held a chapter luncheon on August 2nd at the
Hyatt Regency Crystal City. The guest speaker was CDR (Ret) Kirk
Lippold. Commander Lippold was the Commanding Officer of the
USS COLE on October 12, 2000 when the ship was attacked by AlQaeda terrorists during a refueling stop in the port of Aden, killing
17 U.S. sailors.
Mark your calendars for the Fall SNA GWC Golf tournament on
October 25 at Laurel Hill Golf Club in Lorton and the Toys for Tots
Holiday Social at Sine’s Pentagon City on December 5.

SNA National scholarship winners and their families from the Greater
Washington area were recognized at the August 2 chapter luncheon.
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HAMPTON ROADS
President: CAPT Chris Bushnell USN

RADM Pat Piercey, CNSL, discussed
toughness” at our June luncheon.

Greetings
from
the
Hampton
Roads
Chapter
of the Surface
Navy Association,
where
we’ve
reclaimed
the
outdoors
from
the heat of the
summer and it’s
looking to be a
lovely fall as long
as we can stay
out of the path of
this year’s overactive hurricane
season.
Prayers
for our friends and
families in Texas
and Louisiana, and
fingers
crossed
for our ships and
families of the
Atlantic Fleet.

We started the summer in Hampton Roads with a visit by the
Navy’s newest destroyer, USS RAFAEL PERALTA (DDG 115). She
dropped in to Norfolk for some work on her way from Bath,
Maine to the ship’s commissioning in her ultimate homeport of
San Diego, California in July. The ship’s Commanding Officer, CDR
Brian Ribota, and Executive Officer, CDR Aaron DeMeyer, hosted
Hampton Roads SNA for guided tours of the ship on two different
dates in late May. Twenty-seven SNA members and friends in
total attended tours that showcased some of the ship’s upgrades
over earlier-model Flight IIAs, including an incredible tour of the
ship’s Aegis Baseline 9 Combat Information Center. Wow!
June marked the much-anticipated appearance of our TYCOM,
Commander, Naval Surface Force Atlantic, RADM Pat Piercey, at
our monthly professional luncheon. We had a full house for CNSL’s
remarks, with 77 people in attendance. RADM Piercey spoke
about the concept of “toughness.” He contrasted toughness with
resiliency and then discussed how it is our challenge as leaders
to make our Sailors tough. After RADM Piercey’s remarks, we
recognized six Hampton Roads winners of Surface Navy Association
scholarships that were able to join us for the luncheon.
Fifty-two SNA members and guests attended the 19 July luncheon
at which CAPT Scott Robertson, Commanding Officer of Surface
Warfare Officers School Command, was the guest speaker. He
gave an overview of the scope and reach of the command – every

Sailor serving at sea today is the graduate of at least one SWOS
school – and talked about the future of the Major Command
course, war gaming at ADOC, and ways in which training can
“inoculate” against some of the effects of operational and combat
stress.
For our August professional luncheon, we were honored to have
CAPT Tom Forrest, USN (Ret), give a slideshow and presentation
that provided one man’s observations of the two Iraqi Exocet
missiles that hit USS STARK (FFG 31) while on patrol in the Arabian
Gulf on 17 May 1987 during the Iran-Iraq War. He discussed the
37 Sailors lost, his personal experience, actions, and emotions,
and the heroic actions of several crew members who took
damage control actions to prevent losing the ship. About 45 SNA
members and guests were on hand for his fascinating and timely
remarks. VADM(Ret) Hank Giffin, VP for East Coast SNA Chapters,
offered his perspective, encouraging the junior officers and Sailors
in the audience to talk about and train on shipboard scenarios
using these three questions: 1) What can go wrong? 2) What
can I do to prevent it going wrong? 3) What should I do if it goes
wrong anyway?!
Hampton Roads SNA continued to engage our Navy’s newest
Surface Warriors via our support of the SWOS Basic Division Officer
Course. In July, SNA provided pizza for an evening of professional
mentoring hosted by Commander, Naval Surface Force Atlantic,
RADM Pat Piercey, in his historic home, Michigan House. In August,
Chapter President CAPT Chris Bushnell recognized BDOC Class
17040’s two Honor Graduates – a BDOC first! – LTJG Alexander
Yachanin from
USS
PAUL
HAMILTON (DDG
60) and ENS
Mackenzie Clair
from USS IWO
JIMA (LHD 7)
with brand new
binoculars
at
the graduation
ceremony. The
84 students in
Class
17040
were
offered
complimentary
three-year
commissioning
memberships
from SNA.
CDR Aaron DeMeyer, XO of USS RAFAEL
PERALTA (DDG 115) addresses SNA members
during a tour of the ship.
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Looking ahead to the fall, the HRSNA Chapter will be hosting our
Fall Golf Tournament on Friday, 27 October at Eagle Haven Golf
Course at Little Creek. The format will be Florida Best Ball. Checkin will begin at 0700 for a 0800 shotgun start. The deadline for
registration is Tuesday, 24 October. $70 for SNA members and
$85 for non-members will get you a cart, green fees, range balls,
lunch, and free non-alcoholic beverages from the beverage cart.
Email Nick Nowak at dominic.nowak@csra.com if you are
interested in signing up!
We look forward to seeing you at our upcoming events! If you have
any ideas for our Hampton Roads chapter, please get in contact
with us at surfacenavyassoc.hr@gmail.com or come talk to
one of our board members at the monthly luncheon.
HRSNA was proud to honor recipients of the 2017 Surface Navy
Association Scholarship at our June luncheon.

MAYPORT / JACKSONVILLE
President: CAPT Dale Maxey, USN
Mayport, led by VADM (ret) Jim
Amerault. Navy Safe Harbor
Foundation provides direct
support to seriously wounded,
ill, and injured Sailors, Coast
Guardsmen, and their families.
The event is the largest annual
golf tournament in Mayport
and raised over $39,000 for the
Navy Safe Harbor cause.
The Mayport Chapter recently
hosted a luncheon with guest
speaker, RDML Jesse Wilson,
COMNAVSURFLANT, on August
21st, at Bogey’s Café. RDML
Wilson spoke to an audience of
RDML Wilson speaking at the SNA luncheon at Bogey’s Cafe on 21 AUG.
approximately 70 SNA members,
waterfront officers, and Sailors,
Greetings from Mayport, Florida!
on SURFLANT fleet changes and perspectives on the Navy’s role
CAPT Dale Maxey has assumed duties as SNA Mayport Chapter in the current world.
President, and LT Bryce Baswell has assumed duties as Mayport
Chapter Secretary. We would like to thank the outgoing President, SNA Mayport is currently planning upcoming events including
CAPT Paul Young, and the outgoing Secretary, LT Steven Soares, collaborative volunteer events with Beaches Habitat for
Humanity. If you have questions or would like to be more involved
for their efforts.
in the Mayport chapter, please contact LT Bryce Baswell at bryce.
th
On August 4 , Mayport SNA members participated as coordinators, baswell@navy.mil.
volunteers, and players in the Navy Safe Harbor Foundation 3rd
Annual Golf Tournament at Windy Harbor Golf Club, Naval Station
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Please visit the SNA website at http://www.
navysna.org/SNA/membership.htm if you are
interested in joining the SNA Mayport Chapter
or need to update your contact information.
Visit and like our Facebook page at https://
www.facebook.com/MayportSNA?fref=ts for
the latest chapter news!

CAPT Dale Maxey, SNA Mayport Chapter president, introduces RDML Jesse Wilson.

PEARL HARBOR
President: CDR Kenneth Athans, USN
On June 22, the Pearl Harbor Chapter of
the Surface Navy Association hosted the
midshipmen assigned to Pearl Harbor ships.
The day included a roundtable discussion with
senior enlisted personnel and was followed by
a BBQ on the pergola outside the ATG MIDPAC
Building located on historic Ford Island. It was
a great way to promote the importance of the
SNA and to get to know some upcoming officers
who will soon be in the fleet.
On 3 July, the Pearl Harbor Chapter hosted
a hike to Manoa Falls and a BBQ Lunch. The
waterfall is located in the Manoa Valley in
Honolulu, Hawaii and is a 1.6 mile trail to the
falls along the Waihi Stream. After the rainy
trek up the trail, the members enjoyed a wellearned meal provided at Rainbow Bay Marina
located between East Loch Pearl Harbor and
Aiea bay.
On 20 and 27 August, the Pearl Harbor Chapter President, CDR Kenneth Athans, spoke at the Chief Petty Officer Legacy Academy held
onboard the USS Missouri (BB 63). The SNA continues to provide funds for purchasing materials to support the academy as the CPO
Legacy Academy enters its 10th year. This was a great way to be able to provide mentorship to upcoming Chief Petty Officers and to
provide information about the 3-year promotional membership available to all new Chief Petty Officers.
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MONTEREY
President: LT Andrew Boschert, USN
Greetings from beautiful Monterey, California!
As a chapter we want those affected by recent events in 7th Fleet
to know that our prayers and thoughts are with our shipmates
and their families.

at the NPS Booth, our officers attended presentations which
provided information on the direction and state of the Surface
Warfare community.
On July 18th, we hosted an all Surface Navy Join-Up to present
the information gathered at the symposium to our members who
were not able to make it down to San Diego. Following this rich
professional discussion, the Chapter hosted a social event for
all Surface Navy Association members as well as potential new
members at the prestigious Trident Room. The social provided an
opportunity for us to recruit new members, and discuss current
Surface Warfare happenings in a relaxed social setting.
Various Surface Flag Officers attended NPS for Center for Executive
Education Classes this quarter. RADM Boxall, RADM Brown, RDML
Kitchener, RDML Evans, and RDML Gabrielson each took time out
of their busy class schedules to meet with chapter members and
discuss current events, pivotal career decisions, and leadership.
In particular, RADM Boxall led a “Brown Bag Lunch” session on the
3rd of August to discuss his role as the Director of Surface Warfare
(N96), the domain-centric approach OPNAV is developing, and the
budget outlook and new programs currently under development.

SNA Monterey Bay Chapter President LT Boschert (right) and Chapter
Vice President LTJG Harris (Left) at SNA West Symposium.
The Monterey Chapter started the
summer quarter at NPS all ahead full
with five new members, Distinguished
Visitors and numerous events that
fostered professional development
and social opportunities for our
Surface Warriors.

We thank all of our visitors this quarter for taking the time to meet
with us and discuss the future of Surface Warfare with Junior
Officers. Their insights are deeply valued and we look forward to
future visits in the upcoming months!

CDR Ryan Blazevich, a SWO serving as
the Tomahawk missile officer at the
Naval Air Warfighting Development
Center, visited on 20 June to meet
with students and discuss the newest
developments with the Tomahawk
missile program.
The Monterey Chapter sent two
Chapter Officers to the Surface Navy
Association West Coast Symposium in
July. Our Officers manned the Naval
Postgraduate School booth to promote
awareness of current NPS projects
and provide program knowledge to
prospective students.
When not SNA Monterey Bay Chapter Members at July 18th Meetup
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NEWPORT
President: CAPT Scott Robertson, USN
The Surface Navy Association, Newport
Chapter has had a busy summer hosting a
variety of events that provided opportunities
for comradery and professional development.
In June, we hosted our annual SNA Newport
Golf Tournament at Green Valley Country Club.
Sixty golfers participated, enjoying a perfect
early summer day on the links complete with
post tournament lunch and prizes.
In July, the Newport chapter joined the SNA
National “Hike and Like” campaign with our
own “Hike the Rhode” event. Forty hikers came
out to spend time on the trails in Southern
Rhode Island, including some paths along the
old Naval Auxiliary Air Station Charlestown.
The local chapter of Team Red White and Blue,
a veterans advocacy group joined us for the
day providing a great opportunity to visit with
other Rhode Island veterans. The post hiking
refreshments at Whalers Brewing were also a
hit!
In early August, we jointly hosted with SWOS SNA members and participants from Team Red White and Blue on the trail.
the first of what will be a continuing series
of panel discussions. The topic posed was:
“The Long Calm Lee of Maritime Supremacy:
Surface Navy Association Hall of Fame located at SWOS. Both the
Reinvigorating the Fighting Spirit in Surface Warfare.” We were panel and the reception provided a great opportunity for in depth
thrilled to have a distinguished group of Admirals participate as discussions of issues facing our Navy today.
panelists, including Vice Admiral Rowden as well as Rear Admirals
Batchelder, Wade, and Wilson. The panel was moderated by Mr. At the end of August, SNA in conjunction with SWOS, had the
Paul Giarra, the President of Global Strategies and Transformation. honor of hosting CAPT (Ret) Paul Rinn for another professional
Following the panel the SNA Newport Chapter hosted a social at the lecture opportunity. CAPT Rinn served as the first Commanding

Newport SNA Golf Tournament 2017 participants before the start.
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Officer of USS Samuel B. Roberts (FFG 58) and was
in command when the ship struck a mine in the
Persian Gulf on April 14, 1988. CAPT Rinn shared
his experiences with the staff and students of
SWOS and local SNA members, and explained how
the outstanding performance of the crew saved
the ship from sinking without the loss of life.

Center: Mr. Paul Giarra, Maritime Warfare Panel Moderator. To his right is the
‘SWO BOSS’ VADM Rowden. To Mr. Giarra’s left is the CO of SWOS and our
SNA President CAPT Scott Robertson. Flanking to Port is LCDR Lida Cooper,
SNA Newport Vice President and flanking Starboard is LCDR John Warner
SNA Newport Treasurer.
CAPT Paul Rinn, USN (Ret) delivers his speech to the
SWOS and SNA audience.

SNA Media Site
Did you Know that SNA
has an active media site
on Youtube.

Check out all the special deals for
SNA Members at Club Quarters.
Information on the program
is available
in the Members Only
Section of our website

navysna.org

The channel is
NavySNAmedia.
Subscribe to this site to receive
notifications when updated
material is posted.
Archive material is also
available there.
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SAN DIEGO
President:
CAPT Christopher Barnes, USN
Greetings from sunny San Diego! The SNA National West Coast
Symposium this past July was a resounding success! We had a
great lineup of speakers bringing a wide range of perspectives
on current issues in Surface Warfare. CAPT Rick Cheeseman
was the first speaker of the morning, discussing the latest from
PERS-41. He was followed by CAPT Scott Robertson, CO of SWOS,
who brought the audience up to date on the ever-growing role of
SWOS in surface warfare training.
RADM Ron Boxall, the Director of Surface Warfare (OPNAV
N96) shared his view from the resource sponsor perspective,
and discussed the Future Frigate concept. This year, our senior
enlisted speaker was FLTCM Russ Smith, the Fleet Master Chief
for Manpower, Personnel, Training, and Education from OPNAV
N1. Fleet Smith described the latest in personnel policy and then
led a question and answer session.
Following lunch, the CNSP Reserve Deputy Commander, RDML
John Mustin showcased his Reserve Component to Sea effort. This
initiative is designed to put more Reservists on orders to support
ships at sea during workups and deployments. RDML John Wade,
Commander, Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development
Center, shared the latest from a tactical perspective. He and his
team also hosted a Warfare Tactics Instructor (WTI) information
session during the event.
The afternoon session brought us RDML Jim Kilby who offered
his observations from his recent deployment commanding the
CARL VINSON Carrier Strike Group, and then VADM Tom Rowden,
Commander Naval Surface Force, US Pacific Fleet, brought the
session to a close with his keynote address. He focused on the
Symposium’s theme of “Implementing the Surface Force Strategy,”
and discussed how to further the Strategy’s aim of a return to sea
control.
Many attendees reported that this year’s West Coast Symposium
was the best in recent memory - all due to the hard work and
support of the SNA National office, Naval Base San Diego staff,
and our vendors and exhibitors. Looking forward to an even
better event next year!
The West Coast Symposium was followed up by another great
event for a great cause. The SNA Admiral Prout Scholarship Golf
Tournament was held on 14 July at the Sea and Air Golf Club
at Naval Air Station North Island. Held in conjunction with the
Anchor Scholarship Foundation, the tournament raised a total of
$9700 to support these funds. Both these scholarships support
members of surface warfare families, and this tournament was
the most successful fundraising effort for the Prout Scholarship in
the past five years! The San Diego Chapter is grateful for the “first

of” partnership with the Anchor Scholarship Foundation this year,
and looks forward to continuing this coordinated effort for next
year’s tournament as well.
July also marked the first San Diego Chapter-hosted transition
seminar. This event, held on 15 July at Naval Base San Diego,
offered an opportunity for SNA and non SNA members planning
on retiring or leaving active duty to obtain career information and
transition advice.
Another San Diego Chapter “first” came on 25 August, with the
first annual CPO / First Class Petty Officer Trivia Contest held at
Naval Base San Diego. Over 60 Sailors attended this event, and
seven teams faced off in a quiz-show type competition covering
a wide range of Navy history and heritage questions. USS BOXER
(LHD 4) took the honors this year, though they may face stiff
competition next year when it comes time to defend their title.
On a related leadership development note, the San Diego Chapter
has donated books for two “Foundry” leadership classes. This
course, held onboard the historic USS MIDWAY museum here
in San Diego, hones the leadership skills of our First Class Petty
Officers.
We’re also pleased to welcome LT Brianna Wildemann back to
the SNA San Diego Board following her successful completion of
Department Head School. She is resuming her role as Social Chair
for the Chapter as she begins her tour in USS ZUMWALT (DDG
1000). Brianna is also relieving LT Tim Reeves, who is headed off
to Newport to commence Department Head training himself after
a successful tour at NSMWDC. We’re also bidding a fond farewell
to LT Don Bowers, our Chapter Secretary. Don is wrapping up his
tour as Training/Operations Officer in USS BUNKER HILL (CG 52)
and has been selected to serve as Flag Aide to the Deputy CNO for
Operations, Plans and Strategy (OPNAV N3/N5). Congratulations
on this assignment and thanks for your hard work – fair winds and
following seas! Our Chapter Secretary position is currently open
and are looking for a motivated JO to take over.
Please take some time to visit our San Diego Surface Navy
Association Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/
SanDiego SNA. If you are interested in becoming more involved
in the Chapter, please email the Chapter Vice President, LCDR
Nick Hoffmann at nicholas.hoffman1@navy.mil or the Chapter
President, CAPT Chris Barnes at christopher.k.barnes@navy.mil.
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UPDATED CONTACT INFORMATION REQUESTED
SNA needs updated contact information for the following members. If you are in contact with any member on the following list, please ask them to
update their information in the membership section of our website navysna.org
ENS Nobuyuki Acevedo,USN
Mr. Gale Adams
Mr. Kenneth M Adams
CAPT Heidi Agle,USN
Mr. Bill Allison
ENS Carlos Alverez,USN
AOC(AW/SW) Robert T. Anderson,USN
ENS Audrey L Andrade,USN
ENS Christian Andrews,USN
LT Amalon M. Aneson,USN
ENS Nicholas M Antonio,USN
CAPT Daniel S. Appleton,USN (Ret)
ENS Thomas A Arias,USN
ENS Albert E. Armstrong,USN
LCDR William P. Armstrong,USN
CAPT Andy Arnold,USN
Mr. Nicholas M. Baker
ENS Joshua D Baker,USN
LT Brett Baker,USN
ENS Michael W. Bakker,USN
Mr. Heinz Bannasch
ENS Joseph Barone,USN
YNSN Rafael Barrera,USN
ETC Jerry V Behimino,USN
ENS Jose G Benitez,USN
GSCM(SW) Victor L. Bennett,USN
ENS Jason C. Benning,USN
ENS Michael G Benton,USN
Mr. James F. Berry
LT Kent S. Berry,USN
CDR John T. Bestoso,USN
Mr. Clifton E. Bickle
ADM Dennis C. Blair,USN (Ret)
ENS Dylan J.T. Blanton,USN
CDR John W. Bolin,USN (Ret)
Mr. Bill Bonadio
ENS Kara Bongiovanni,USN
CDR Robert B. Borries,USN (Ret)
CAPT Craig Bowden,USN
Mr. Brian W. Boyle
Mr. Dennis Boyle
ENS Patrick Brennan,USN
CAPT Peter C. Brent,USN
Ms. Angela G Brewer,USN

Mr. Alan Brown
Mr. James Brunell
Mr. Anthony J. Bruno
CS3 James E Bundalian,USN
CAPT Thomas J. Burke,USN (Ret)
ENS Julia C Bush,USN
RADM Bill Butler,USN
LTJG Nicholas V. Byrd,USN
CAPT Shan M. Byrne,USN
CDR Russell J. Caldwell,USN
ENS Benedict D Capaldi,USN
Ms. Michelle Caron
CAPT James M. Carr,USN
Mr. Richard Carroll
DCCM(SW) Joseph Alan Carter,USN
Mr. Robert A. Casey
LCDR Robert B. Chadwick,USN
LT Jonathan L. Chadwick,USN
ENS Michael Chambers,USN
RADM John D. Chase,USN (Ret)
RDML John N. Christenson,USN
ENS Garland Christopher,USN
CAPT John J. Cistriano,USN
LT Eric S Clark,USN
ENS Aronica Clayton,USN
LT Benjamin M Clede,USN
YN2 Chaka Clemmons,USN
RADM William F. Clifford,USN (Ret)
CDR Roger Coldiron,USN
VADM Daniel L. Cooper,USN (Ret)
Mr. George C. Cooper
ENS Ariel Coreth,USN
ENS Stefania Cotei,USN
ASC(SW/AW) Gerald J. Coulson,USN
RDML Robert J. Cox,USN (Ret)
Mr. W. G. Cridlin
CAPT William M. Crowe,USN (Ret)
VADM Derwood Curtis,USN (Ret)
CAPT Stuart J. Cvrk,USN
ENS Grace Dalton,USN
ENS Chase Dalton,USN
Mr. Richard Danforth
CAPT John W. Davidson,USN
CDR William O. Davis,USN (Ret)

CDR Hans D. De For,USN
ENS R. E. De Las Alas,USN
Mr. John De Vere
ENS Ryan M Dectoro,USN
CAPT Ronald A. Del Principe,USN
LTJG Christopher M. Descovich,USN
Mr. Arthur G. Doege
LT Jennifer Doyle,USN
Mr. Edmund F. Driscoll
ENS Brenda A Dube,USN
LCDR Daniel P. Duhan,USN
LCDR James G. Dykes,USN (Ret)
ENS Ashley Eastman,USN
LT Ryan J Easton,USN
Mr. J.P. Eckert
Mr. Rick J. Edger
YNCM(SS/SW) Gene Edwards,USN
LCDR Mike Erickson,USN
Mr. M. R. Eshelman
ENS Arthur T Ewing,USN
RADM Timothy O. Fanning,USN (Ret)
Mr. Frank A. Fariello
RADM Eugene H. Farrell,USN (Ret)
LT Billie June Farrell,USN
CAPT Dennis L. Farrell,USN
LCDR Brian L. Faulhaber,USN
LT L. Michael Fauscette,USN (Ret)
ENS Jill Featherall,USN
Mr. Martin Fegg
Mr. Brian Ferguson
CDR Patrick E. Fitch,USN (Ret)
ENS Andrew T Foard,USN
CAPT Vincent E. Foster,USN
LCDR James P. Fowler,USN
RADM Larry B. Franklin,USNR (Ret)
LCDR Kent A. Fredrickson,USN
Mr. Larry Freeman
LCDR Matthew M. Frick,USN
Mr. W.P. Fricks
ENS Zachary Gagis,USN
ENS Nicholas Galanos,USN
Mr. Bruce A. Ganoe
FC1 Ernesto Garcia,USN
CAPT William V. Garcia,USN (Ret)
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LT Matthew R Garcia-Bragiel,USN
ENS Joseph Garrett,USN
CAPT Maurice A. Gauthier,USN (Ret)
Mr. Max A. Gianelloni
Mr. Richard F. Gildea
ENS Dereh P Gilmartin,USN
CDR John W. Gilmore,USN
ENS Rowland E Girling,USN
CAPT Brian Glackin,USN (Ret)
CDR David T. Glenister,USN
LCDR Steven Glover,USN
Mr. James F. Goodrich
ENS Charlie Graham,USN
CAPT Clark Graham,USN (Ret)
ENS Benjamin J Graveline,USN
ENS Brynn Gray,USN
LTJG Carl Greiner,USN
ENS Katherine Griffin,USN
OSC(SW) Alexander M. Grinenko,USN
(Ret)
LT Jeffrey L. Groteboer,USN
LT Anthony M. Grusich,USN
ENS Adidoreydi Gutierrez,USN
CAPT Norma Lee Hackney,USN
ENS Erin Hanratty,USN
ENS Jaleesa T Harrigan,USN
LT Douglas M. Harrington,USN
CDR Michael K. Hedrick,USN (Ret)
LT Jason H. Henderson,USN
ENS Andrew W Hensley,USN
Mr. Walter K. Herr
LCDR Larry V. Herrman,USN (Ret)
LCDR Stephen David Hersch,USN
LTJG Nathan A. Hess,USN
LCDR Robert A. Hickey,USN
ENS Olivia Hill,USN
CAPT Raymond W. Hine,USN (Ret)
LT Matthew R Hipple,USN
ENS Alexander D Hoersta,USN
Mr. Steven F. Hoipkemeier
Mr. Guy Holcombe
CDR Steven W. Holland,USN
LT Robert D. Holt,USN
ENS Lauren Hood,USN
ENS Christopher R Hood,USN
CDR M. H. Hoskins,USN
LT James T Hough,USN
Mr. Don J. Howard
CAPT Stephen H. Huber,USN

LCDR Joseph S. Huey,USN
ENS Emily Hughes,USN
LCDR David A. Huljack,USN
LT Randall T. Humiston,USN
LCDR Elizabeth Huntoon,USN
CAPT J. S. Hurlburt,USN (Ret)
CDR Jerry L. Jacobson,USN
RADM Daniel A. Janes,USN (Ret)
ENS Marian Jester,USN
ENS Christana Johnson,USN
YN3 Tyesha N. Johnson,USN
CDR Ralph C. Jones,USN
Mr. Scott Jones
CAPT Curt Jones,USN
RADM Carlton B. Jones,USN (Ret)
CDR Timothy G. Jordan,USN (Ret)
CDR Paul A. Judice,USN
Mr. Ira Kaplan
CAPT Stuart C. Karon,USN (Ret)
LT Kyle O Kendall,USN
Mr. Gene Kendall
CAPT Isaac C. Kidd,USNR (Ret)
VADM R.K.U. Kihune,USN (Ret)
CDR William H. Kimball,USN (Ret)
SK2(SCW) Kimberly Kingsbury,USN
Mr. T. M. Kitchen
RDML Roy Kitchener,USN
ENS Daniel Kivlovitz,USN
LCDR Ryan Klaahsen,USN (Ret)
ENS Charles S Klatt,USN
CAPT Robert L. Kline,USN (Ret)
Mr. Joe Knoefel
ENS Zachary J Knoll,USN
ENS Claire A Kobal,USN
ENS Thomas Kraft,USN
Mr. Richard Krumenacker
LCDR Gerald E. Lake,USN (Ret)
ENS David Lamberson,USN
Mr. J.P. Laughlin
Ms. Andrea J. Lawrence
CAPT Rand D. LeBouvier,USN (Ret)
ENS Dexter W Ledbetter,USN
Mr. Dave Leedom
CDR Matthew J. Lehman,USN
LT Chris D Lelli,USN
LT James J. Lemmon,USN
CDR Richard A. Lepper,USN
CDR John M. Lesser,USN (Ret)
CAPT Rollin G. Lippert,USN

CDR Justin Long,USN
LT Catherine S. Long,USN
RADM Peter A.C. Long,USN (Ret)
ENS Myrna B Lopez,USN
ENS Isaac J Losee,USN
ENS Luke P Lumsden,USN
ENS Kyle Lux,USN
ENS Alexandra Lynch,USN
Mrs. Christine A. MacNulty
Mr. Jay Magnino
LT Meagan B Makarenko,USN
LT Michael R. Malin,USN
ENS Joshua J Malone,USN
ENS Travyn C Mapes,USN
CAPT William T. Marin,USN (Ret)
Mr. Graham E. Martin
LT Matthew G. Martinez,USN
Mr. Joseph R. Martini
LT Quinn Matt,USN
LCDR Sean Maxwell,USN
RADM B. C. McCaffree,USN (Ret)
RADM Brian McCauley,USN (Ret)
ENS Randon McKain,USN
LTJG Christopher McKinney,USN
CDR Andre Merrill,USN
Ms. Anita Michlovitz
Mr. D. R. Mickle
ENS Micala Migneault,USN
Mr. Terry Miller
EWCM(SW) Frank J. Miller,USN (Ret)
ENS Matthew Miller,USN
CAPT A. Scott Miller,USN
QMC(SW) Toshio D. Mills,USN
Mr. A. T. Mollegen
Mr. Joseph Monastra
CAPT H. G. Montgomery,USN
CAPT William M. Montgomery,USN (Ret)
RADM Sam H. Moore,USN (Ret)
ENS Benjamin Moorman,USN
ENS Nicholas Morahan,USN
Mr. Robert E. Morgan
ENS Dennis Morral,USN
CAPT James M. Morrell,USN (Ret)
BTCM(SW) Thomas O. Morris,USN
ADM Michael G. Mullen,USN (Ret)
ENS Nikolas J Mullen,USN
ENS Mason Mullmann,USN
ENS Christopher Munn,USN
LT Lloyd M. Mustin,USN
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Mr. Christopher Myers
Mr. John Nial
MIDN Erik J Nordgaard,USN
LCDR David Nosal,USN
CAPT Stuart M. Novak,USN
ENS John Nowell,USN
Mr. Edward H. Nugent
ENS Jordan O’Bryant,USN
CDR Alfred J. Olsen,USN (Ret)
Mr. Frank Otto
CAPT R.L. Owens,USN
ENS Ruvalcaba S Palacios,USN
Mr. Lewis A. Palumbo
VADM Robert C. Parker,USCG
CAPT Lutrelle F. Parker,USN (Ret)
ENS Joseph R Passalugo,USN
ITC Scott D. Patterson,USN
Mr. Sean Patton
Krystyn Pecora
RADM M. Y. E. Pelaez,USN (Ret)
Mr. James J. Perriello
LCDR Randall V. Peters,USN (Ret)
Mr. Mark A. Petersen
ENS James Petersen,USN
LT Christopher Peterson,USN
CAPT J. W. Phillips,USN (Ret)
RDML Patrick A. Piercey,USN
ENS Chloe M Pina,USN
LCDR Dean R. Podracky,USN
CAPT Ricks W. Polk,USN
ENS David K. Posehn,USN
ENS Briona Press,USN
CDR Clark T. Price,USN
RADM F. H. Price,USN (Ret)
CDR Richard H. Purnell,USN (Ret)
ENS Angie Quintunilla,USN
ENS Edward M Randolph,USN
ENS Ryan Rapada,USN
CDR Russell H. Reddoch,USN (Ret)
LCDR Eric P. Reed,USN
LT Timothy L. Reeder,USN
Mr. Thomas E. Reeves
CAPT Sharon F. Reinke,USN
CAPT Walter A. Reister,USN (Ret)
Mr. Torger Reppen
ENS Megan Reutzel,USN
ENS Ivan Reyes,USN
CDR Arleigh H. Rice,USN (Ret)
ENS Kevin Riley,USN
Mr. Dennis A. Rizzardi
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CAPT Donald P. Roane,USN
ENS Joel P Robbins,USN
ENS Mikaela Robbins,USN
CDR Alvin N. Roberts,USN
RADM Paul M. Robinson,USN (Ret)
ENS Bryan Roby,USN
LT Steven V Rockwell,USN
RADM Paul W. Rohrer,USN (Ret)
VADM Ann E. Rondeau,USN (Ret)
ENS Christopher Rumsey,USN
CDR Rodney L. Sams,USN (Ret)
ENS Maideline Sanchez,USN
CAPT Oscar E. Sanden,USN (Ret)
ENS Mark Santamaria,USN
CDR Robert M. Santos,USN (Ret)
MM3 Vincent T. Sardelli,USN (Ret)
BMCS Elbert W. Sawley,USN (Ret)
RADM Paul S. Schultz,USN (Ret)
Mr. William Schulz
Mr. Philip H. Sendel
SM2 Walter A. Serviolo,USN (Ret)
MIDN Peter M Severs,USN
RADM J. N. Shaffer,USN (Ret)
MIDN Jonathan Sharbo,USN
LT Matthew D Sharra,USN
LCDR Paul Sherbo,USN
ENS Gregory M Sherwood,USN
ENS Megan Shimp,USN
Mr. William R. Shimp
RADM R. O. Simon,USN (Ret)
CAPT John Singley,USN
Mr. Michael A. Smith
FCC(SW) James A. Smith,USN
LT Sherry L. Smith,USN
LT William D.H. Smith,USN
ENS William A Snyder,USN
LT Pat Sollitto,USN
ENS Joseph Solomon,USN
ENS Christopher B Sorbello,USN
CAPT Otto W. Spahr,USN
CMC Kurt M. Stauff,USN
LT C. M. Stoffel,USCG
ENS Henry J Strittmatter,USN
CAPT Walter G. Strong,USN (Ret)
Mr. Frank E. Sublett
ENS Bryan Sumpter,USN
Mr. Patrick H. Sweet
ENS John R Temperato,USN
ENS Harry Theurer,USN
CDR Peter M. Thompson,USN

Mr. Sam Timmons
CAPT Daniel J. Tobin,USN
ENS Austin G Tokarz,USN
LTJG Chris Tomlinson,USN
LTJG Van Edward Torbert,USN (Ret)
LCDR Joseph A. Torres,USN
Mr. W. J. Townsend
CDR Michael J. Transue,USN (Ret)
Mr. Theodore A. Tribolati
YNC Lawrence Turner,USN (Ret)
CDR William S. Ulrich,USN (Ret)
CAPT John J. Vandale,USNR (Ret)
DTCM(SW) C. L. Varner,USN
LCDR Rene Velez,USN
LCDR Laura L. Venable,USN
Mr. C. M. Veronda
ENS Adam R Viet,USN
ENS Andrea Villanueva,USN
CAPT Dan Vilotti,USN
Mr. Douglas V. Wade
CAPT George D. Walker,USN (Ret)
ENS Christine Walker,USN
CAPT Dick Walsh,USN
ENS Severin Walstad,USN
ENS Barkley M Walter,USN
RADM Thomas M. Ward,USN (Ret)
CWO4 Diedra C. Ware,USN
RADM L. O. Warfield,USN (Ret)
Mr. Paul F. Watson
LT John Weaver,USN
CAPT Kent S. Webber,USNR (Ret)
RADM Alban Weber,USN (Ret)
CAPT Peter B. Weed,USN (Ret)
Mr. Justice W. S. White
CDR Nicholas H. White,USN
Mr. John Whitehead
LT Elizabeth Ann Wicht,USN
LTJG Logan Wilk,USN
IT2 Travis D Williams,USCG
ENS Timothy Williams,USN
LCDR T. J. Williamson,USN
RDML Rick Williamson,USN
CDR Richard O. Worthington,USN (Ret)
LCDR Stacy M Wuthier,USN
ENS Brennan Wyatt,USN
CAPT Richard L. Wyatt,USN (Ret)
ENS Robert Yerfes-Medina,USN
ENS Jesse Yuan,USN
LCDR T.J. Zerr,USN
CAPT Thomas S. Zysk,USN (Ret)
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NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

DIRECTORS AT LARGE

CDR Walter Parker III, USN

ADM Arleigh Burke, USN (Ret)
Honorary Chairman 1987-1996

Angela Bonner

VADM Carol Pottenger, USN (Ret)

Christopher Bova

MKC Heath Reid, USCG

CMDCM David Carter, USN

LCDR Douglas Robb, USN

CDR Brad Donnelly, USN

PSCS Brian Robinson, USN

CAPT Matthew Gimple, USCG

LCDR Jeffrey Servello, USN

RADM Sinclair Harris, USN (Ret)

RDML Cynthia Thebaud, USN (Ret)

LCDR Monica Iannacone, USNR

CAPT Robert Wells, USN (Ret)

LCDR Katie Jacobson, USN

LT Arthur Zepf, USN

LCDR Alexa Forsyth Jenkins, USN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CAPT William Erickson, USN (Ret)

ADM James R. Hogg, USN (Ret)
Chairman of the Board
VADM Barry McCullough, USN (Ret)
President
VADM Timothy LaFleur, USN (Ret)
Vice President - West Coast
VADM Hank Giffin III, USN (Ret)
Vice President - East Coast
CAPT Jim Tackett, USN (Ret)
Treasurer
CAPT David Lee, USN (Ret)
Secretary
VADM Ronald Route, USN (Ret)
Immediate Past President

VADM Bill Landay III, USN (Ret)
LCDR Kevin Louis, USN

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)

FORCM James Monroe, USN (Ret)
CDR Riley Murdock, USN
CAPT Stephen Murray, USN

CHAPTER PRESIDENTS
ANNAPOLIS
CDR Chad Graham, USN
ARABIAN GULF
CAPT Chase Patrick, USN
BATH, MAINE
CAPT Sean Kearns, USN
BAY AREA
CAPT Nathan Moore, USCG
CHARLESTON
CDR Carl Brobst, USN
CONSTITUTION
CAPT Bill Mauser, USNR (Ret)
DAHLGREN
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN (Ret)
DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA
CAPT Mark Frankford, USCG
GAETA/NAPLES
Vacant
GREAT LAKES

Vacant
HAMPTON ROADS
CAPT Chris Bushnell, USN
KOREA
LT Michael Sherwood, USN
MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE
CAPT Dale Maxey, USN
MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN)
CAPT Richard Cheeseman, USN
MONTEREY BAY
LT Andrew Boschert, USN
NATIONAL CUTTERMEN
CAPT Scott Clendenin, USCG
NEWPORT
CAPT Scott Robertson, USN
NEW LONDON
CDR Mark Walsh, USCG
NEW YORK
LT Michael Lombardi, USNR

PEARL HARBOR
CDR Kenneth Athans, USN
PENSACOLA
CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)
PHILADELPHIA
RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)
PUGET SOUND
CAPT Kyle Colton, USN
SAN DIEGO
CAPT Christopher Barnes, USN
SASEBO
CAPT Marvin Thompson, USN
TAMPA BAY
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)
WASHINGTON, D.C
CAPT Paul Young, USN
YOKOSUKA
Vacant
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MEMBERSHIP POINTS OF CONTACT
ANNAPOLIS
LT Carlton Smith, USN
cosmith@usna.edu

HAMPTON ROADS
CAPT Fred Berck, USNR Ret
Berck@series2000.com

PENSACOLA
CDR Mark Wenzel, USN Ret
mark.wenzel@navy.mil

ARABIAN GULF
LTJG Jacqueline Callahan, USN
jacqueline.callahan@me.navy.mil

KOREA
LT Michael Sherwood, USN
Michael.Sherwood@fe.navy.mil

PHILADELPHIA
RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)

BATH, MAINE
CDR David Patch, USN (Ret)
dapatch@roadrunner.com

MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE
LT Bryce Baswell, USN
bryce.baswell@navy.mil

BAY AREA
LCDR Jonathan Cox, USCG
jonathan.w.cox@uscg.mil

MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN)
LCDR Tim Yuhas, USN
timothy.yuhas@navy.mil

CHARLESTON
CDR Carl Brobst, USN
carl.brobst@navy.mil

MONTEREY BAY
CAPT Chuck Good, USN
cpgood@nps.edu

CONSTITUTION
CAPT Ramon O’Hara, USNR Ret
compassrose032@gmail.com

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN
CAPT Scott Clendenin, USCG
ncpresident@navysna.org

DAHLGREN
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN Ret
swauger@usa.net

NEWPORT
LCDR Lida Cooper, USN
newportsna@gmail.com

DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA
CDR Phillip Crigler, USCG
Phillip.A.Crigler@uscg.mil

NEW LONDON
CDR Mark Walsh, USCG
Mark.B.Walsh@uscg.mil

GAETA/NAPLES
LTJG Joyce Kim, USN
Joyce.Kim@eu.navy.mil

NEW YORK
LT Michael Lombardi, USNR

GREAT LAKES
Vacant

PUGET SOUND
LCDR Mark Schaff, USN
mark.m.schaff@navy.mil
SAN DIEGO
CAPT Pat Marvil, USN Ret
pmarvil@sbcglobal.net
SASEBO
CAPT Marvin Thompson, USN
marvin.thompson@fe.navy.mil
TAMPA BAY
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)
jjmctigue@msn.com
WASHINGTON, D.C
LCDR Katie Jacobson, USN
katie.jacobson@navy.mil
YOKOSUKA
LT Anthony Rush, USN
anthony.rush@fe.navy.mil

michael.j.lombardi@gmail.com

PEARL HARBOR
CTTC Derek Craver, USN
Derek.Craver@navy.mil.
MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE:

RADM Robert Reilly, USN (Ret)
Committee Chairman
GSEC(SW) John Bradshaw, USN
OSC(SW) David Brakebill, USN (Ret)
CAPT Chris Bushnell, USN
CAPT Bill Campbell, USN (Ret)

RDML Michael Frick, USN (Ret)
RADM Jeffrey Hathaway, USCG (Ret)
RADM Charles Horne, USN (Ret)
FLTCM(SW) Tom Howard, USN (Ret)
LCDR Katie Jacobson, USN
CAPT James McTigue, USN (Ret)

HMCM(SW) Patrick Modglin, USN (Ret)
VADM Carol Pottenger, USN (Ret)
CAPT Robert Oldani, USN (Ret)
FORCM Bill Slingerland, USN (Ret)
CAPT Robert Warner, USN (Ret)
LT Arthur Zepf, USN
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SNAMEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SNA
APPLICATION

To join SNA or renew your membership, please complete
the form online at navysna.org or complete and mail
following form with
payment to the SNA office.
the
RENEWAL
Member#:

 NEW
Name:

(if known)

Date:

Mailing Address:
City:

State:

(H) Phone:

(W) Phone:

Zip Code:
Date of Birth:

Duty Station or Employer:

Position/Billet:

Directory Email:
Status:

Non Directory Email:

 Active Duty

 Reserve on Active Duty

 Retired

 Civilian

How do you want to receive the SNA quarterly newsletter (SNA SITREP)?

 Email

Rank:

Branch:

 USPS Mail

 Opt Out of Mailing

Sponsor (if applicable):
Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty

Life Membership Dues (Payment plans are available)

Annual

Three Year

O-7 & Senior
O-6
O-4/O-5
CWO/O-1, O-2, O-3
Midshipmen

 $30.00
 $25.00
 $20.00
 $15.00







$70.00
$62.50
$50.00
$20.00
$15.00

E-7/E-9
E-6 & Below
Retired
Civilians

 $15.00
 $10.00
 $30.00
 $30.00






$20.00
$20.00
$70.00
$70.00

 Active Duty or Reserve on Active Duty to age 50  $350.00
 Active Duty or Reserve on Active Duty - Age 51+  $250.00
Retired or Civilian

Promotion Code (If Applicable):

 Yes, I would like to make a donation to the SNA VADM Robert Walters Scholarship Fund.
 Check

 MasterCard

 Visa

 Under Age 40 - $450.00
 Age 41-50 - $350.00
 Age 51-60 - $250.00
 Over Age 60 - $150.00

 AMEX

Amount $:

TOTAL Payment:

Credit Card Number : __________________________________________ Exp Date: ______________
Name as shown on credit card (please print): _______________________________________________________________________

**Are you affiliated with the National Cuttermen Chapter or Coast Guard?

 YES

 NO

Regional Chapter Affiliation:









Anacostia
Annapolis
Arabian Gulf
Bath, Maine
Bay Area
Charleston
Dahlgren
Gaeta/Naples










Great Lakes
Greater New York
Greater Washington
Hampton Roads
Key West Interest Group
Korea
Mayport/Jacksonville
Mid-South (Millington TN)









Monterey
New London
Newport
Pearl Harbor
Pensacola
Puget Sound
Philadelphia









Rota Interest Group
San Diego
Sasebo
Tampa Bay
USS CONSTITUTION
Yokosuka
Non-Affiliated

Mail to: Membership Dept, SNA, 6551 Loisdale Court Suite 222, Springfield, VA 22150
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Springfield, Virginia 22150
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What’s in it for Me

The Surface Navy Association provides...
• The chance to unwind and enjoy the camaraderie of a lunch, dining out, or a social with
friends who share the common bond of Surface Warfare.
• An opportunity to be a part of a professional organization made up of men and women
of all ranks and rates in the Surface community.
• An opportunity to meet people concerned about the future of the Surface Forces.
• An opportunity to network with people who are dedicated to helping you develop as a
Surface Warrior.
• Opportunities to meet and hear from the active leaders of the Surface Forces in a relaxed,
informal setting.
• Mentoring for Surface Warriors both enlisted and officers.
• Opportunity and information covering both military and civilian career paths.
• Informative speakers and professional forums designed to promote professional
development and enhance the Surface Forces.
• Invaluable career advice, that may not normally be available in the traditional
chain-of-command.
• Scholarship opportunities for dependants
• Informative newsletter and web page.
• An avenue to inform others about the role of the Surface Navy and Coast Guard in the
Nation’s Defense.

